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It's 1:30 and the crowd at the Washington Monument protest
rally face the speaker's platform. You can see the '" "*e House
behind them. Most of the 60,000 marchers hadn't reached the
grounds yet. In the meantime. President Nixon's party was
passing down Pennsylvania Avenue-three blocks away.

The Two Worlds
Of The Inaugural

A line of soldiers ringed the Capitol--as they ringed everything
else in Washington Saturday.
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One thousand, nine hundred and seventy six bandsmen from 20
schools in Fairfax County, Virginia, march down Pennsylvania
in the inaugural parade Saturday. Mrs. Nixoji, the President's
wife, said the group was her favorite fn the parade.

.C. Protestors Rally
By Ken Post
WASHINGTON—Just blocks from where
Richard Nixon was being sworn in again as
president, thousands of people joined in the
largest anti-war demonstration in two
years.
About 75,000 people, mostly young, endured the cold and windy Saturday to again
express their outrage of the government's
handling of the war in Southeast Asia.
Their message to Richard' Nixon was
simple: that the U.S. should immediately
sign the peace treaty enumerated by Henry
Kissinger in October or; failing that, just get
out of Indochina.
As
Bella
Abzug,
Democratic
congresswoman from Manhattan and one of
the organizers, told the crowd gathered in
the mud at the Washington Monument, "We
are here to remind Nixon that we are not
going to stop protesting until every pilot,
G.I., military adviser, and bomb is out of
South East Asia."
She also informed the crowd Nixon has
failed to mention the name Vietnam even
once in his inaugural speech.
As Mrs. Abzug spoke at 2:30 p.m., the
President was arriving at the far side of the
White House to review the Spirit of '76
parade. He had passed in an open car within
three blocks from the - unter inaugural,
being cheered by the thousands of people
who had lined the inaugural parade route.
Although the President never stopped
smiling and waving to the crowd there were

some protestors and signs along the route.
And their exhortations for him to end the
war could plainly be heard and seen by the
President.
The contrast between the two events was
sharp.
People for both occasions began arriving
at the Capitol area early in the day.
Four busloads of people from Hartford
arrived at the Lincoln Memorial about 9
a.m. There were few people there then but
by noon-time the steps and areas
surrounding the Memorial were filled with
people. Even organizers of the rally seemed
surprised by the turnout.
About a mile away at the Capitol, final
preparations were being made for the
Inaugural Parade. Hundreds of floats were
being guarded by soldiers wearing signs
"float control."
Thousands of Republicans and dignitaries
were converging at The Capitol for the
Inauguration ceremony, scheduled to begin
at l]:30 a.m. The Capitol and the parade
route teamed with security officers. One
could not walk in the area without being in
the sight of at least dozens of policemen or
troops.
There were few policemen, if any, at theLincoln Memorial and the smell of
marijuana filled the air.
But, there were large numbers of
policemen on the two or three streets which
(Continued on P. 4)
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Lyndon Baines Johnson Dies At 64
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS (AP) -- Lyndon Baines
Johnson, the thirty-sixth President of the United States
who led the nation at the height of the turbulent
nineteen-sixties, died Monday afternoon.
The sixty-four, year old former president was
stricken by an apparent heart attack at 3:56 CST at his
ranch in Johnson City and was dead on arrival at
Brooke Army Medical Center in San Antonio,
The Stonewall Texas native who combined a folksy
manner with a will of iron that he used in the Congress
and in the White House to bend legislators his way,

presided over the buildup of the Vietnam War.
And it was the war that led to his announcement in
March of 1968 that he would not run for another term.
At the same time, Johnson announced a halt to the U.S.
bombing of North Vietnam above the nineteenth
parallel and set in motion the machinery that led to the
Paris peace talks.
Johnson's administration was marked by sweeping
developments at home in the field of civil rights, social
security, aid to education and housing.
Some say this is the tragedy of Lyndon Johnson: that

though he instituted many liberal reforms at home, his
Vietnam policy alienated the left and perhaps cost him
a second term.
Johnson entered the White House in November, 1963,
after the assassination in Dallas of John F. Kennedy.
Johnson had fought Kennedy for the nomination in
1960, lost, and was selected as his vice-president.
Johnson was the nation's only living ex-president.
Harry S, Truman died December 26,1972, at the age of
88 after a lengthy illness.
Johnson had had a history of heart trouble.
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SEC Conducts Elections Finally
The Student Executive Commiteee finally
got student elections off the ground last
week after confusion and controversy forced
it to cancel elections last term.
According to Mark Feathers, '74, chairman of the SEC, the confusion first arose
when few nominations were received by the
deadline and the committee decided to
extend the deadline for submitting petitions.
The situation was further complicated
when it was found that there was no record
of which nominations were turned in on time
because no one monitored the box. •
The SEC resolved these difficulties by
accepting all nominations that it had any
reason to believe had been submitted on
time. They set the election date for January

registration.
When elections were held, Feathers said it
was not known there was a vacancy on the
Athletic Advisory Committee. The committee, which makes decisions concerning
the athletic program, is now looking for a
freshman or sophomore who is interested in
sports to fill the position.
Applicants should submit their name, box
number, phone number, and year by
Friday, January 26 to box 566. The winner
and losers will be notified Monday, January
29 by mail. Feathers said the committee is
not recognized as belonging to the SEC.
A list of the results in last week's elections
follows.
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Students at registration in the Washington Room Monday and
Tuesday also voted for the candidates of their choice during the
_ f^C-run elections for committee posts.

Board of Inquiry
•

••<.•]

*Paul Acompora, 267
Charles Shreve, 251

Financial Affairs Committee
*Sara Laden, 440
(Write in) 'Steve Barkan, 7

Results

ELECTIONS RESULTS
Asterisk (•) indicates winners

freshman at Large, SEC

Student Activities Committee
•Fred Brunetti, 262
Steve Newsom, 248

ny BernsWn, 132
•Howard Kruger, log
•Susan Lewis, 108
•Barry Ehrlich, 98
*Rusty Hicks, 98
Louis Benjamin, 92
George Minter, 90

Academic Dishonesty
Appeal Board
•Andy Wolf, 421
•Susan Crimmins, 404
Alternates
Anthony Piccirillo, 271
Alex Trocker, 5

Tripod
We'll be having a general staff
meeting (plus anyone who intends to
join the staff or see how a great
metropolitan weekly works) today.
Tuesday. January 23, at 6:30 p.m. in
our Seabury offices, It's really
important that everyone associated
with us this semester come on down
because there will be assignments
handed out, problems discussed, and
general policy announced. You'll be
treated to the philosophic musings of
the new editor on what's going to be
happening this semester. Your
comments and criticisms are
eagerly awaited. So we hope to see
vou then.
,

Security Finds No Vacation
By Sue Weisselburg

v
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"No thefts have thus far been reported
from the Christmas vacation, "stated Alfred
A. Garofolo, director of campus security, in
a TRIPOD interview Thursday. "The
vacation was a shaky three weeks in which
we took many precautions."
The dorm lock-outs were a success, he
asserted. He said some students did forget
things in their rooms but if it was necessary
to fetch them, a security guard accompanied the student to his room.
He said at least once every shift, guards
checked each door in every dorm. This way
a break-in would be quickly, discovered, he
explained.
New combination locks were installed in
all the dorm rooms in Jarvis, Northam
Towers, and Seabury, which add up to about
135 doors, according to Garofolo. He said
they were also installed in the bathrooms of
all dorms and on the outer doors of Vernon
Heights and the front doors of Allen East
and West. Garofolo said, "I imagine that
Goodwin, Woodward and Cook will get
combination locks next. Last year we
changed the locks in case some people had a
master key. Over vacation we also put
alarms on the fire doors, which had been a
second means of egress."
Both Garofolo and Thomas A. Smith, vicepresident, said security at Trinity is
adequate now, although both foresee a time
when the dorms will be locked 24 hours a
day. Smith said that the college will put
crash bars on all exterior dorm doors. The
doors would be locked from the outside, but
students could get out from the inside, he
explained. Residents of each dorm would
receive a key or combination for the outside
lock, he continued. He said the crash bars
may be installed this summer.
Garofolo emphasized that these measures
are not to keep students from going into
each others' dorms, but to keep outsiders
out.
Smith declared, "Presently the best we
can do at night is patrol frequently and keep
the lights up, although a night security
supervisor has been hired and will start
work soon."
There are two problems with security,
Smith stated. Students want freedom, he
explained. He asserted there must be a
balance between what the students will

tolerate and what they need. Students can
give the outside combinations of the crash
bars to each other and continue to visit each
other, but they would have protection from
outsiders.
Smith said the other security problem is
the budget. He said it costs about $50 to
install one combination lock in a door, so it
would be cheaper and more practical for
Trinity to put crash bars on all outside dorm

doors than to put combination locks on every
dorm door.
Garofolo mentioned the need for security
consciousness. "We must watch ourselves
and lock the doors," he said. "The state
classifies our dorms as hotels. Just because
we knowmost of the occupants, no magic
wand has been waved to keep everything
safe.
' 'I want to commend the security and lock

men for doing such a tremendous job over
the vacation. Mr. Crandall, Mr. Geraci, Mr.
Wathne, Mr. Harrison, and the contractors,
the Al Fisk Company, did a great job installing so many locks in such a short space
of time. During the vacation, when Trinity
was like a morgue, there was a constant
checking of the doors by the security men.
We should be proud of them for doing such a
good job."

England

A . A . Garofob, director of security

Photo by Abby Collier

The Office of Educational Services has announced the beginning of a student exchange
program between Trinity College and the
School of English and American Studies of the
University of East Anglia in Norwich, England.
Two Trinity College student applicants will be
selected to spend their lunior year at Norwich
while one East Anglican student spends an
academic year at Trinity between his second
and third university years.
Trinity students who are in the second term
of their sophomore year, who have excellent
academic records and who are majoring m
history, English, political science or American
studies will be given preference. It is expectea
that applicants will have demonstrated a
capacity for independent work and will have
exhibited personal traits of stability ana
adaptability.
More information about the exchange
program is available in the Office of
Educational Services. Trinity student applicants will be chosen in late February for tne
early October to early July academic year in
England. Application procedures will be announced late in January by the selection
committee, consisting of a member from tn
history and English departments, tn
Librarian, the Dean for Community Life a no
the Dean for Educational Services. The toiai
cost (including round-trip transatlanti
transportation but excluding vacation travel i
England) to each Trinity exchange student WIN
be the same (or even somewhat less) than m
total estimated cost of attending Trinity for a "
academic year. Those who are recipients o
financial aid from Trinity College may app y
that aid toward the costs of the year
England.
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Lettuce Boycott Halts Temporarily

By• Gary
G a r v Morgans
Morffans

-

•;

Trinity's iceberg (head) lettuce boycott
The student appro.ved statement
has at least temporarily been halted with stipulated that the boycott would continue
the recent change in management of the "until the farmworkers and the growing
dining service.
companies agree upon a contract," which
Operating under the mandate of a student they have not yet done.
vote last October, Saga foods, which runs
Saga bought iceberg lettuce, however,
the cafeteria, boycotted the purchase of all when David Myers was named new director
iceberg lettuce. But diners have recently of the food service, after Lithway trannoticed its reappearance in the Saga salad sferred to Saga's University of Connecticut
bowl.
concession.
The boycott was organized by students
Myers said that upon his arrival at
and faculty members to put pressure on Trinity, he was unaware of the ongoing
lettuce growers employing non-union and lettuce boycott oceuring at Trinity. He said
Teamster union lettuce pickers, and to aid he learned of it only when it was brought to
Cesar Chavez and the United Farm Workers his attention by Thomas Langfitt, an
(UFW.) They asserted UPW contracts are organizer of the October poll, who apsubstantially better than the Teamsters' proached Myers when he saw the reapand the non-unionized pickers'.
pearance of the iceberg variety.
Trinity students voted overwhelmingly
In consultation with Langfitt, Myers
last October in favor of a proposal to have agreed to abide by the results of a new poll.
Saga purchase only non-iceberg. lettuce,
According to Myers, Langfitt has
such as Boston, romaine and escarol. assumed full responsibility for conducting
Gerald B. Lithway, former director of the the poll, which will be announced
food service, and Del A. Shilkret, dean of beforehand through the campus mail.
student services, agreed to honor the
An informal poll of 115 Mather Hall diners
students* requests.
conducted by the Tripod showed 53%

•
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thought that "Saga Foods should reinstitute people participated, that a switch in just
the boycott against iceberg lettuce," while "150" votes could change the result, and
47% opposed the idea.
that there were different people from last
In the interim, both UFW iceberg and the semester on the meal plan now. He felt this
Boston/romaine combination are being new 'constituency' should be given a voice in
served.
the choice of lettuce.
Myers, having just returned from a trip to
He was also critical about the publicity of
Maine, said last Saturday that he was the last poll, claiming his office received
unaware that on several occasions the two several complaints, and felt confident a new
salad types were being mixed by the cooking poll could prove to be a better barometer of
staff, and gave assurance that this would be student opinion.
corrected the following day.
Debbie Klinger, an organizer of the
On Sunday the two separate salad bowls student boycott, maintained the importance
were restored.
of student boycott of all iceberg lettuce,
Myers appeared to be in favor of the including that produced by the UFW, and
purchase of iceberg lettuce. "My first expressed the hope that Trinity students
obligation is to the kids who buy the meal would vote for the boycott just as they did in
ticket," he said, the added this might mean October. She said the supply of UFW iceberg
placating only "20%" of the meal ticket is presently insufficient to meet demand,
holders by serving the iceberg Variety, as and many consumers, if unable to buy UFW
well as the non-iceberg, if such a percentage iceberg lettuce, will substitute Teamster
of students desired it.
iceberg. She recommended that students
Shilkret applauded Myer's move and save this lettuce for the "marginally
termed it "fair" to the parties involved'. He committed," and instead eat the less highly
no longer recognized the legitimacy of the demanded varieties.
October poll, noting that only about 300-400

Plumbers End Strike; Repairs Underway
Plumbers resumed work on campus
bathrooms and photography darkrooms
during Christmas break following a four
month strike against contractors by the
plumbers' union in Hartford.
Del A. Shilkret, dean of student services,
said that all the work Trinity contracted to
be done has at least been started.
He said the darkrooms in the Tripod office
and in Mather Hall have been completed.
He also said that the two Northam
bathrooms are either in the process of being
finished, or have been completed.
The bathrooms in Jarvis on the second
floor have been finished, and the bathrooms
to be worked on in Seabury are in the process'
of being done, he said.
Shilkret concluded "It shouldn't be more
than a week" before all work on the
bathrooms is completed..
"All the work's been started"
The strike, caused by a dispute over arbitration procedures, began last August l at
midnight, and was settled late in December,
"just before the Trinity Christmas break",
according to Del A. Shilkret, dean of student
services.
He said that he gathered that the workers
were able to hold out for so long because
many of them took jobs with other contractors during the strike period.
The strike only affected major plumbing
projects planned by Trinity, Shilkret said.
He explained the smaller jobs are done by
plumbers which Trinity hires privately.
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Six Pursue Research
By Lenny Goldschmidt

Norman Miller, professor of sociology,
Six faculty members will be away this also expects to complete a book during his
term to pursue research or writing in their sabbatical absence. The book will be conrespective fields.
cerned with the Hasidic Movement in
According to Edwin Nye, dean of the Judaism, and will necessitate travel and
faculty, these "sabbatical leaves" are study in Israel, Poland and the Ukraine.
extended to members of the faculty "who
Borden Painter, jr., assoc. professor of
have definite plans which will benefit the history, said in his statement he has three
College and themselves." He explained that primary activities he plans to accomplish
faculty members must present a statement during his sabbatical. Two of these involve
of purpose to be considered for the sab- reading 14-17th century English and
batical.
European History and writing a.series of
Edward Bobko, professor of chemistry, essays on 16th and 17th century history.
granted sabbatical, said in his statement he Painter also hopes to prepare courses in
plans to devote most of the time to research modern Italian History.'
in physical organic chemistry with . Robert
Stewart,
professor
of
Professor Kenneth Wiberg at Yale and to mathematics, plans to finish a book during
continue collaborative research after his the Trinity Term. The book will contain
return to Trinity.
supplementary exercises and information
Another member of the science faculty, he has developed for class use based on
. Donald Galbrailh assoc. prof, of biology, is Alfred N. Whitehead's thesis on the purpose
spending the term doing research at the of scientific thought. In the preface to InUniv. of Connecticut Health Center in troduction to Mathematics, Whitehead
Farmington. Galbraith is studying the in- asserts that "to see what is general in what
teractions that occur between cells and is particular and what is permanent in what
is transitory is the aim of scientific
tissues during embryonic (pro-birth)
thought." Stewart also wishes to read and
development.
re-examine the second level course on abDrew Hyland, asso'c. professor of
philosophy, said in his statement he will use stract algebra.
the time to complete two book manuscripts
According to Dean Nye, the College exhe has written and to read and reView his pects and urges faculty members to take a
whole field. He expects that some. sabbatical leave during the time they are at
publishable articles will emerge from this Trinity. "It is a cooperative thing. Each is
interlude of study. •
doing it for the other in the long term," he
said.

Brakes Useless
(CPS) ——Students may have trouble
stopping their ten-speed bicycles if it's been
raining, according to a report by the Consumers Union.
The consumer-advisory group tested 30
lightweight, ten-speed models and found
caliper or "hand brakes" became virtually

useless if the wheel rims got wet.
The report said, "The same braking
impotence was experienced when a mere
section of the rim was lightly welted' as it
might be after riding through a puddle. Our
rider could do better by dragging his feet."

Student Tenure?
(CPS)
Canadian e'ducators have
offered a new idea to keep the "customer" that's to say, the student -"satisfied tenure.
An association of college teachers and
administrators made the proposal in Lennoxville, Quebec. A spokesman said the
group wanted a system which would give
students an opportunity "to pursue their

course of study for the requisite number of
years subject only to such laws as may be
passed with student representation."
Donald Savage, the group's executive
secretary, said the tenure plan would
provide students with "a license to use the
facilities of the university if he respects its
laws."

The TRIPOD is published weekly on Tuesdays during the academic year except vacations by
the students of Trinity College. The newspaper is written and edited entirely by a student staff,
and no form of censorship at all is exerted on the contents or stylo of any issue. The TRIPOD is
printed by The Stafford Press, Route 190, Stafford Springs, Connecticut 06076, by photo-offset.
Student subscriptions are included in the student activities fee; others are S10.00 per year. Second
class postage is paid at Hartford, Connecticut, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Advertising rates
are S1.60 per column inch ,'SIOO per page, $50 per half-page. Deadline for advertisements, as well
as all announcements, letters, and articles, is 2 p.m. the Sunday preceding publication. Copy
considered objectionable by the editorial board will not be accepted. Announcements and news
releases from the College and surrounding community are printed at the discretion of the editor.
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The March Against Death went from the Lincoln Memorial to the Washington Monument and
headed the protestors'"counter-inaugural" parade.

Republicans And Others
By Karen Karafitt

! i

I !

Black robes, white faces with streaks of
fake blood, and coffins were the images
forcing their way into our minds in the early
part of the march. Demonstrators were
silently and effectively making their point
as they walked from the Lincoln Memorial
to the Washington Monument to protest the
war in Vietnam on President Nixon's
inaugural day. The procession was sombre
and slow, as the sirens of passing ambulances, the slow beat of drums, and the
various masks of death worn by demonstrators created an insistent rhythm of
serious and not too hopeful protest.
Three blocks away the atmosphere was
quite different. The sidewalks of Pennsylvania Avenue were filled to bursting with
boy,scouts in bright red jackets. Women
, wore Nixon/Agnew buttons, bumper
stickers, and pennants. You could see
Republicans of all forms and variations, and
us, the curiosity seekers and the freak show
interpreters,
Directly in front of us at the Inaugural
Parade were two deputy sheriffs, waiting to
film their friends who were part of a
motorcycle escort that was to precede the
President in the Inaugural Parade. To our'

rear were the people who weren't about to
let their dearly earned places at the curb go
to waste, and so constantly bombarded the
photographers and the police with cries of
"down in front!" At the corner was what
looked like a high school marching band
with ten freezing female baton twirlers who
kept jumping around keeping themselves
warm and the sheriffs happy.
The parade started with a marching band,
some soldiers and sailors, and the motorcycles. They were greeted for the most part
with shouts of acclamation from the crowd,
although the approximately fifty scattered
demonstrators who were at the inaugural
parade managed to make a few boos heard.
Finally the first car rounded <the corner,
carrying the President and Mrs. Nixon, who
were waving continually and shooting
dazzling smiles in every direction. The first
sight of them came as something of a shock,
because regardless of what thoughts were in
my head about Mr. Nixon as President, I
still expected him to look like a human
being. Instead, both Mr. and Mrs. Nixon had
a wax-doll look about them. The succeeding
cars, carrying Vice-President and Mrs.
Agnew> Julie and Mamie Eisenhower, and

other dignitaries, also impressed me with
the image of smiling and very well-made
dolls.
However, the crowd either failed to notice
this doll-like quality or took it for granted.
The President and his retinue were greeted
with a roar of adoration. Police busily
pushed everyone who was over enthusiastic
back onto the sidewalk. Five-year-olds by
the hundreds were lifted up to their fathers'
shoulders, Nixon/Agnew pennants clutched
in their hands.
After the President's party had passed,
we walked the three blocks back to the
protest rally at the Washington Monument,
where Representative Bella Abzug (D-New
York) was beginning her speech. A good
number of people (I heard later, it was more
than 50,000) were grouped around the
Monument and more were marching.
The difference between the people watching the Inaugural Parade and the
demonstrators lay not so much in a
variation of colorfulness or in different
strengths of emotion, but in how close each
came to reality. Any sort of a crowd
produces an atmosphere that differs, in
varying degrees, from1 how we live and act
in everyday life.

Both of the crowds that I observed on
Inauguration Day were fairly well
organized. Each had a definite purpose in
mind. The Inaugural Parade, however,
seemed to involve a tacit consent on the part
of all involved to believe in the reality of the
celebration and to ignore anything else that
might really be present, such as the fact of
another large crowd three blocks away or
the fact of the large number of police
required to order their own celebration. This
resulted in a very definite feeling-of artificiality that pervaded the whole
celebration.
•
;
.
In contrast, the demonstration seemed to
be a collection of people gathered for the
purpose of expressing what they collectively
and individually felt was the truth about
certain things that are happening in cms
country. Perhaps it is not an extremely
effective way to make changes, but it at
least seemed to be linked with reality. What
I saw of the Inaugural Parage made me
picture it as a celebration of artificial peome
to celebrate something which is not reaiiy
there and to ignore things that are under
their noses.
.'
• . . • :...'

D.C. Protestors
from page one

Father Philip Berrigan, the noted Jesuit anti-war leader,
carries a coffin in the March Against Death--a highly symbolic
parade that terrified many who saw it.

led from the protest march's route to the
Inaugural Parade. It was difficult for most
protestors to make their • way to the
inaugural parade and if they did, some had
trouble getting back to the Washington
Monument.
The counter-inaugural march began about
1 p.m. About 300 black robed persons with
white-chalked faces led the parade carrying
fpur coffins. Among the bearers was Father
Phillip Berrigan.
The marchers trudged the blocks from the
Memorial to the Monument to the somber
beat of a funeral drum. At the Monument,
they stood in the mud huddling against each
other for warmth.
The speeches began at 2:30 p.m. but
although they continued through the afternoon most people ha'd left the area by 4.

On the other side of the hu ndr f ds ln °s
policemen who kept most demonstrau»
away from the Inaugural parade, there
a celebration.
er £
Thousands of people paid tor or
given tickets to sit in bleachers alongsw
the parade route. •
.
hnOj
They listened to the music of high sc " u
bands including 1,976 band members iiu
Fairfax County, Virginia. They also VK»
ched the precision marching of vano
military units and saw hundreds of colon
floats pass by.
, rt_f >n see
And, above everything else they got tose
the smiling faces of the leaders of w
country. Perhaps, they were eveni w •
enough to catch-the eye of President Ni*>
or Vice-president Agnew as they pabscu
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Nixon Sees Peace Era Hartfordites Protest
WASHINGTON-President Nixon told the reason, he said, he would "offer no promise
nation in his second inaugural address "we of a purely governmental solution for every
stand on the threshold of a new era of peace problem."
This type of "false promise...leads only to
in the world.
"Because of America's bold initiatives, inflated expectations, to reduced individual
1972 will long be remembered as the year of effort and to a disappointment and
the greatest progress since the end of World frustration that erode confidence both in
War II toward a lasting peace in the world," 'what government can do and in what people
can do," Nixon said.
he said.
And, in words similar to those of John F.
Although he didn't mention Vietnam or
the protestors at the Washington Monument Kennedy, who defeated Nixon in his first bid
directly, the President asked, "As for the presidency, he told the people they
America's longest and most difficult war should "ask not just how can government
comes to an end, let us again learn to debate help, but how can I help?"
our differences with civility and decency."
Mr. Nixon said "above all else, the time
' The President's themes for both home and has come for all Americans to renew faith in
abroad was one of "self-reliance."
ourselves." He observed that "our children
He said that "the time has passed when have been taught to be ashamed of their
America will make every other nation's country, ashamed of their parents, ashamed
conflict our own...or presume to tell the of America's record at home and of its role
people of other nations how to manage their in the world."
own affairs."
"But I am confident that this will not be
He said "the time has come to turn away the judgment of history," the President
from the condescending policies of pater- added.
nalism--of Washington knows best." For this

The Friday march was sponsored by the
Hartford Coalition for Peace and Freedom.
While the President's inauguration and The Puerto Rican contingent was organized
protests went on in Washington this by the Puerto Rican Socialist party, acweekend, various peace groups were cording to the Courant.
On Saturday and Sunday, another antistaging their own version of the event in
war group, the Greater Hartford Committee
cities all around the nation.
In Hartford, the "Inauguration of Con- of Conscience, sponsored other activities,
science," as it was called, took place at including a collection of money, a peace
vigil, and an ecumenical service.
different locations all over the city.
The collection to rebuild Bach Mai
The peace activities began Friday night
when according to the Hartford Courant, Hospital took place Saturday afternoon in
about 300 people marched along Main Street front of the Hartford, St. Francis, and Mt.
protesting the Vietnam War and other Sinai hospitals. The Bach Mai Hospital in
failings of the Nixon administration as well Hanoi was totally destroyed recently by U.S.
as those of the Meskill government. The bombs. Mary Tompkins, coordinator of the
marchers, over half of whom were Puerto hospital collection, said that approximately
Ricans, walked from the Old State House to $200 was contributed.
On Sunday there was a peace vigil on the
the Church of the Good Shepard, said the
West Hartford Green where various
Courant.
Though the crowd seemed emotional there speakers, including clergymen, councilmen,
was no violence the Courant said. It added and a labor leader, denounced the war, said
there were speakers, plays, and chants of Tompkins. She estimated the size of the
crowd to be about 100.
"Out Now," and "Stop Nixon".
Later Sunday afternoon, the Committee of
Conscience staged an inter-faith service at
the Federal Building on Main Street.
Clergymen led approximately 100 people in
-*,#&$^^T&^?*&$&*m rf»(^*r*w^i^**»d
the anti-war service which included an
"inaugural oath, pledging allegiance to
humanity," according to Tompkins.
... _-£^
.„. „ -v«*» - •*,«..'' i*« Y - (i - ,-*',.!,; 2
"The response wa> good," Tompkins
F?,?'*''^§?^''*."9HBHiiyM£;
summarized, when asked about the success
of the Saturday and Sunday peace activities.
People of all ages and types attended the
vigil and the service, she said. She admitted,
however, that certain groups dominated
each event. There were mostly middle-aged
adults at the service, and mostly "conservatives" at the vigil, she said.
Tompkins remarked that the major group
contributing to the hospital collections was
the poor. "It is usually the mink coats who
go right by," she said. She added that many
passers-by seemed afraid to contribute, and
that nurses were more eager to give money
than doctors.
There were no disruptive incidents at the
Committee of Conscience events, said
Tompkins, although there were a few
Photo by Lloyd Wolf
threatening telephone calls about their
collection of money for the "Communist"
The protestors gathered at the Lincoln Memorial around noon. You notice the letter " K " in the
hospital. Bach Mai.
lower right corner? That's one of the 19 subsections of the march. The demonstrators divided
By Lois K i m m e l m a n

s

themselves by region of the country, special interest, and soon.

News From Outside: A Roundup
Peace?

districts would provide any hope of contractor, was arrested on May 26, 1971, He said care is fragmented, and there are
desegregation in Richmond's schools. The after nine of the 25 bodies had been found, no programs that provide 24-hour care.
pupil population of the city was about 65%
After the court had reached its unanimous Hochheister said clinics must be
Vietnam and U.S. officials say they have black and 30% white.
decision Thursday, the defense attorney, reorganized along the lines of a doctor's
reached an agreement for an end of the
A group of Hartford parents are claiming Richard E. Hawk, immediately called for a office so an individual or family can receive
Vietnam War, but they do not know when Hartford
is similarly prevented from new trial. Judge Richard E. Patton set coordinated care from the same staffers a
they will sign the agreement.
desegregating because of state laws. The January 29 as the date for motions on a new each visit, which would avoid the hectic
The New York Times said the agreement state laws establish school districts which trial.
emergency room.
could shape up as follows: There would be a coincide with municipal boundaries.
Hawk
said
there
were
sufficient
grounds
Rivera's mother maintained the hospitals
stand-still cease fire, supervised by an inHartford's present enrollment is about for a re-trial. He said there were "errors of care of her child was typical of the "abuse"
ternational control commission of Canada,
law and errors of fact," but he stressed a Spanish speaking people receive in HartHungary, ndonesia, and Poland. The 51% black and .21% Puerto Rican. The Supreme
Court ruling on the "presumption ford.
surrounding
school
districts
are
remaining 23,500 American troops in South
of
innocence"
in a criminal trial.
predominately
white.
Vietnam would be withdrawn and American
Corona never took the stand in his own
prisoners of war would be returned over a 60
defense, and one juror, Naomi Underwood,
day period. The 145,000 North Vietnamese
said
this might have influenced the jurors
troops in the South could stay.
Prime Minister Edward Heath announced
decision to rule Corona guilty.
Wednesday Britain's most comprehensive
Saigon and the Vietcong would be
Last week four more men, Bernard L.
Corona
only
gripped
the
table
when
he
recognized in South Vietnam; each in Barker, Eugenio R. Martinez, Frank was declared guilty on the first count, but program of anti-inflation programs since
•1 . ' "
control of the area it occupies, and a Sturgis, and Virgilio R. Gonzales, joined E. his immediate family, bis wife, his mother World War II. The anti-inflation measures
!, t
national council of reconciliation would help Howard Hunt in, pleading guilty for and his two daughters, began weeping, His include curbs on prices, wages, rents, and
arrange for national elections. The burglarizing the Democratic - party 10-year-old daughter was taken to the dividends.
'
demilaterized zone between North and headquarters at the Watergate complex in hospital, because she had collapsed after the
The
plan
called
for
a
new
pay
board and a
South Vietnam would be recognized as a Washington.
verdict.
price commission with powers to restrain
military barrier that is to remain in place
Barker, 55 years old, pleaded guilty to
Corona himself was taken to the Vacaville inflation over the next three years. Acuntil the Vietnamese themselves negotiate a conspiracy, burgularly, and eavesdropping
State
Prison Hospital, where he has been cording to The New York Times, the plan
change.
and went to the District of Columbia jail, He hospitalized for heart attacks in June and marks Britain's Phase 2 and draws heavily
Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird said and his three associates who joined his plea August, 1971, and a more recent "coronary upon the experience of the Nixon Adthe U.S. has given the South Vietnamese the are under $100,000 surety bonds, pending a insufficiency" on January 12.
ministration.
capability to meet the combined threat of sentence by the U.S. District Court judge
It said, like Nixon, Heath put his greatest
the North Vietnamese and the Vietcong. He John J. Sirica.
stress on controlling prices of the largest
said they even might have to defend
The willingness of the men to go to prison
manufacturers, who will have to notify the
themselves militarily to safeguard their raised questions as to whether they had been
Price Commission before raising prices
own security.
pressured or simply paid off to go to prison.
Lewis Hochheiser, director of the Smaller concerns will not have to notify the
Sirica questioned the men, and they denied pediatric outpatient clinic at Hartford Commission in advance.
being pressured or paid off.
Hospital, said the death early Wednesday Manufacturers will be permitted to raise
Walter Rugaber, New York Times writer, morning of an eight-month-old Spanish child their prices only to meet unavoidable cost
The U.S. Supreme Court agreed to hear said some wondered whether the charged shows the urgent need to reorganize the way increases, including higher wages. Profi
arguments regarding schools in Richmond, pleads of the four men would cause the medical care is provided to the city's poor margins will be limited, and dividends will
Virginia, where a U.S. District Judge ruled prosecution to probe even less than before. families.
be held to no more than a 5% increase.
earlier this year city and suburban school The Government said it would continue with
The infant girl, Rose Maria Rivera, died The wage freeze puts a limit of 7% on
districts must be consolidated to achieve its case as substantially as before.
in a police car on her way to Mt, Sinai wage increases - so next year a worker can
desegregation.
Hospital at 3 a.m. Wednesday. Although she only earn $11.30 a week more than this year.
The U.S. Supreme Court's decision may
had been examined and treated Tuesday at Heath said the aim of the new program
force the suburbs to participate in the
both the Hartford and Mt. Sinai Hospitals, was to control "all the prices we as a
desegregation plan. This could drastically
doctors insisted there was nothing seriously country and a Government can influence."
After deliberating a week, a California wrong with the child,
effect the educational system in Hartford
Britain already has a short term freeze,
and other city schools. A case similar to the jury convicted Juan V. Corona, 38-year-old
Hochheister, also a faculty member of the which Heath extended until March 31 to
i ,;
Mexican
national,
of
murdering
25
itinerant
one in Richmond, Viriginia is presently
University of Connecticut Health Center, allow time for Parliament to approve the
pending in Hartford's federal district court. farm workers.
said the city needed to create complete care new plan.
The workers' bodies were found in the programs at the three hospitals, which can
In the Richmond decision, which was later
Britain's rate of inflation is currently
overruled by an appeals court, U.S. District peach orchards of Yuba City, a small far- fulfill the medical needs of families who about 8.6 percent-the worst in Europe,
Court Judge Robert R. MerhigS, Jr. ruled ming community in northern California, in don't have their own. doctors oiua.24 hojir according to t^-Tiwass.;
LHtat only c6ns«*kiiitk>n with surrounding the;spring of • 1971 - Corona) -who is -labor,
• • •••'| j 'n i f i , • . ' n i l ' * ] i ' ' i t i i ' i l i
n'- i I I

Heath Freeze

Watergate

Baby .Dies

School Rules

FoundGuilty
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Students take advantage of a rare warm day, which was fleeting but enjoyable. The week
before, Hartford had seen temperatures as low as two degrees. The warm spell lasted only until
the weekend.

Nice Follies

U>,,
' 'i'.ii •' . i'

Iithway Goes To UConn

Saga Contract Blocked

By Jim Cobbs

A superior court judge issued a temporary
injusction on Jan. 8 preventing the signing
of a contract between Saga food services
and the University of Connecticut at Storrs.
Saga was to take over UConn's food services
on January 29 if the contract had been
signed as planned last week.
The injunction was requested by the
Connecticut State Employees Association
(CSEA). Their attorney, John Rubin,
claimed, "The contract violates the State
Civil Service Act by replacing 360 state
employees with privately contracted ones."

In managing the new food service at the
University of Connecticut Gerry Lithway
assumes responsibility for the largest Saga
operation in the country. While at Trinity,
Lithway directed a dining room and a snack
bar. AtU. Conn., he will be managing seven
dining rooms, each with its own kitchen,
three snack bars, and four other dining
rooms at U. Conn, locations throughout the
state.
In addition, several different menus must
be served in the various dining halls, which
feed over 5,000 students at each meal.
In a Tripod interview, Lithway said, "I
hate to leave Trinity. It is a tremendous
school, and I have lots of friends here. I feel
that Trinity is one of the best Saga
operations in the East, the opportunity at U.
Conn, is great, but I hate leaving Trinity."
Saga won the right to serve U. Conn, by
submitting the lowest bid after the
Ethepiiigton report on state expenditures
discovered that the state run food service

there was inefficient, said Lithway. Saga
will save U. Conn, students 3,000 dollars a
day by lowering the price of a meal by 23
cents,
Lithway said, "The vast size of the
operation at U. Conn, spells some problems,
but I will be aided by the excellent staff and
good service already established there."
He will be the overall director of the
operation with 10 dining room managers
under him.
Lithway started working for Saga while at
the University of Vermont. He was a
headwaiter there for three years and has
remained with the company since
graduating in '64 with a BA in business
administration.
He worked at Trinity for a year as
assistant manager and went to Western New
England College for three and a half years
before returning to Trinity in '69 to manage
Saga operations. He was born in Chicago,
111., and is now living in South Windsor.

New Darkrooms Open
Are you tired of sending your roll of film to
a developer and paying fees for the
developing process? Well, fear no more!
While Trinity was abandoned over
vacation, plumbers were installing new
dark rooms in Mather Hall basement.
The dark rooms which existed previously
were completely redone with new sinks and
all new equipment.
The dark rooms once belonged to the
Tripod and the Ivy, but since then both have
moved into bigger places. But upon leaving
the dark rooms, all of the equipment went
with them.
The Trinity Photography Club will control
the dark rooms. The Club has set up a basic
format for the control of the dark room .
usage. To use the darkroom after joining the
club, one must sign up for the dark room on
sign-up sheets.
The equipment will be kept in the bowling
alley. The student must sign the equipment
out and show his Trinity identification.
David M. Lee , an assistant dean for student
services, said, "Hopefully this will prevent

thefts." The darkroom willbe open the same
hours as the bowling alley. The bowling
alley will have new extended hours.
The photographer, however, will have to
supply his own paper, chemicals and film
for these will not be supplied by the club.
Lee described the new equipment for the
dark room as "some of the best on the
Trinity campus."
Lee said the club is now waiting for the
new equipment to come in.
The funds for the club were given by the
Budget Committee upon request of the
newly formed club. The Budget Committee
allowed $3,000 for the equipment and the

IS that cnntrihntorf
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New Food Chief Here
David M. Myers succeeded Jerry Lithway
as manager of Saga Food services at Trinity
this month when Lithway was appointed
head of the new Saga branch at the
University of Connecticut.
Myers is coming to Trinity from Bethel,
Maine, where he was director of Saga
operations at the Gould Preparatory School
and the National training labs of applied
behavioral sciences. He has been with Saga
for seven years.
Myers, said he had no major changes

disruption" of their administration.
Similar provisions have been incorporated in other federal education laws
since 1968, including the package of higher
education amendments enacted by the 92nd
Congress.
The University of Illinois student, Jeanne
Rasche Deloff, had been denied federal loan
money after being convicted for criminal
trespass on state-supported property. The
offense, a misdemeanor, stemmed from an
anti-war demonstration at the university's
Reserve Officers Training Corps building in
May, 1970.
Federal officials had not yet decided last
week whether to appeal the decision to the
U.S. Supreme Court. David Goldberger,
legal director for the Illinois division of the
American Civil Liberties Union, which
argued the case, said he thought the ruling
meant that Congress would "have to rewrite

planned for Trinity Food service but that he
would introduce some new dishes and circulate a food preference questionnaire to the
students. He added that he wanted to
replace the salad tables and work out a
more convenient way to dispense the salad
dressings and other condiments.
Myers said that the outcome of the CSEA
vs. UConn case would not have any bearing
on his job at Trinity and that he was confident the pension problem would be worked
out shortly.

Bus Strike Goes On

Trinity students who want to go to G. Fox
or the Bushnell must continue to find rides
from their friends or hoof it, as the statewide
bus strike continues,
According to the Hartford Times, bus
club.
•
.
•
service"cannot resume for at least another
Lee said between $2,600 and $3,000 of this full week because of continuing
money has been spent.
disagreement between the Greater Hartford
Instruction for the use of the dark room Transit District and Governor Thomas J.
will be given, so that if you do not know how. Meskill's office.
to develop now, you can learn.
The Connecticut Company which runs the
If anyone is interested in the dark room buses wants to establish "basic emergency
and the club, with or without experience, service" with state subsidies, while the
contact either William W. Parish, '73, the Hartford district is insisting on a return to
chairman, or Dave Lee.
full services.

TCC Changes Format
(The Chronicle of Higher Education) -- A
federal statute to deny federal aid to
disruptive students, one of the first results of
the Congressional furor over campus unrest
in the last sixties has been declared unconstitutional by a three-judge federal panel
in Chicago.
Ruling in the case of a former graduate
student at the University of Illinois's
Chicago Circle campus, the panel held, 2 to
1, that the statute's language was "overbroad" and that it violated "the first
essential of due process of law."
In an important qualification, however,
the opinion indicated that Congress still had
the right to limit federal aid to students
through "appropriately precise standards."
The challenged portion of the law directed
roUeges and universities to withhold federal
from students convicted of what the
f.utioris considered to be "serious

state employees if they switch to Saga jobs
and that it would make their pension rights
. "nebulous."
The UConn attorney argued that Saga
would retain most of the state employees,
but Judge Parsky retorted, "Does that
mean that the government can contract out
the tax collection as well?"
UConn asked that CSEA be held liable to
43,000 a day^if they lose the case, the amount
UConn students will save when Saga takes
over the service. The judge allowed only a
$1,000 bond.
A hearing was held on January 17, and..
The CSEA attorney further stated that the Judge Parsky said he will reach a decision
present workers would lose their rights as before the end of the month.

Gov. Meskill reportedly backs the move
for partial service and would like to see
some unprofitable commuter lines
eliminated so that the state's subsidy will be
small.
The "strike" now in its 59th day began
when the Connecticut company refused to
extend the contracts of its workers claiming
it would need more money to stay solvent.
So the transit workers themselves have no
contracUnd thus are not really "on strike,"
As one observer put it, they have been
locked out in the wheeling and dealing
between the company, the cities, and tKe
Governor's office.

Disruptive Students Get Aid
The Trinity College Council decided
Wednesday to devote one of its two meetings
each month to the discussion of particular
problems facing Trinity rather than continue present parliamentary format.
Daniel Freelander, chairman of the
Council, explained, "This significant switch
in procedure comes from a general
frustration and boredom that all TCC
members feel."
Other members of the College community
will be encouraged to attend these
discussions in order to present more varied
points of view, he said.
The Council also agreed to send President
Lockwood its report on the age of majority
law.
The report urges that college bills, grades
and other official actions be sent to either

designated by the student.
The Dean for Community Life, the Vice
President, or President; however, would
reserve the right to notify a parent or
guardian when they believe "that a
student's health or welfare is seriously at
stake or that a student may commit an act
which would be harmful to himself or
others. . .," the report says.
J. Ronald Spencer, dean for community
life, said under this policy the College would
not necessarily notify parents of a student s
arrest, although in actual practice virtually
all students who are arrested ask that their
parents be informed.
Also, the ..Council endorsed the present
policy of granting financial aid on basis ot
the parent's financial condition, and
nronnspd that it not ho mnHifipH ripdnite the
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"*Two Views Of "The Fantasticks"

You're Standing In My Kumquat

By Ira Mowitz

The heading on the program reads
"Members of the Trinity College Performing Arts Dept. in association with Pi
Kappa Alpha proudly present the Tom
Jones-Harvey Schmidt Musical fable about
love". Therein lie the points on which the
production is to be commended and those on
which it is to be called to task. Ron Daley,
director, gets an unpatronizing well
deserved pat on the back, if for no other
reason than he got this production together
and on its feet, outside of the auspices of a
Theatre Arts course.
Due to the large scope of any theatrical
production, responsibility for the separate
technical areas of production must be
delegated, by the director, although he
makes the final choices. The "Fantasticks"
suffers because Mr. Daley failed to maintain a firm grasp on the various aspects of
production and unify them into a total
theatre experience.
As the program intimates, the script is
about the boy and girl next door who fall in
love with each other. The two fathers
scheme to bring them to wedlock by feigning
a feud between the two families, figuring
this will heighten their desire with the
clandestine sense of defying authority;
"Why did the kids put jam on the cat...they
did it'cause we said no!"
The plot is simple, coquettishly
engaging. Nothing offensive of controversial. In short the play is built to work
and be handled easily. No sets are needed,
there are a minimum of props, only eight
characters plus several musicians. The
musical numbers are dispersed liberally
throughout.
Mr. Daley's production was set in Garmany Hall. Props and costumes were stock,
but filled the bill. The acting was good,
Durward Watson, (Matt) played the callow
youth, with an Adonis' complex, yet handled
the serious moments with enough artistic
discretion to avoid the pitfall of banality.
Anne Newhall, (Luisa) innocently pretty,
was well cast, and she looked the part. She
shaded her moods of coyness, naiviete,
infatuation, and narcissism exceedingly
well, and moved easily on stage.
Fred Wolinsky, Matt's father, did an
excellent job as a "type" character which
was exactly what the role demanded. Hank
Stahl, Luisa's father, was good though less

convincing. Tim Warren (Henry), a hoary
Elizabethan actor, and Jim King, (Mortimer) his Indian sidekick, are taken out of
mothballs to help El Gallo stage the abduction. Both are simply riotous.
((Mortimer's specialty is dying!) The
success of these two roles is due in part to
their lack of musical numbers, a generally
debilitating aspect of the play. One outstanding exception in this musical respect
was Steven Triggs, El Gallo, who not only
played the suave villian, but blessed with a
good voice, (the only cast member so
blessed), sang well, measuring up to the
vocal acrobatics his part called for.
Rounding out the cast was Stephen
Roylance who uttered not a single line, as
the Mute. Stephen is exceptionally adept at
mime, and gave a truly professional performance.
The musical portion of the show left
something to be desired. "Fantasticks"
success in New York (still running after 12
years), is due in large part to the musical
score, which is superb. The score calls for
piano, string bass, harp and percussion.
Harpists are rare and the part is virtuosic,
thus there was no harp in this production.)
Of the musicians, particular mention must
be made of Charles Tomlinson, the percussionist, who, of the 3 member ensemble,
was the only one able to find the downbeat
and its concommitant upbeat, items that
thoroughly eluded the other two musicians.
In all fairness, playing a show score is
difficult and the most honest thing that can
be said was they "just couldn't cut the
part".
An actor without a great voice presents a
problem for a musical show, but not an
insurmountable one. In this case the
musical director did not know the music nor
the techniques of musical theatre well
enough to overcome these obstacles. The
vocal coaching, though musical enough, was
not idiomatic to musical theatre. Simply
stated the actors weren't taught how to sing
in a style that would compensate for their
lack of vocal technique, and still work in the
context of the play. When the written notes
are too high for a particular actor the parts
should be transposed. In several instances
the transposed notes were the wrong ones. It
is; the musical director's responsibility to
make sure there is acoustical balance when

Mention should be made of the
more than one actor is singing. Except for
the fathers' duets, this element was missing. choreography. Though hardly imaginative,
Even part of the instrumental problem was it was well coordinated and in time with the
due to a misuse of the piano vocal score for music, (or where one sensed the music
the bass part. Musically it was wrong, and should have been ) particularly in the
more importantly it sounded lousy. The fathers' duets and in the "Round and
musical side of the show suffered from Round" scene.
inexperience and lack of basic musieality.
Ron Daley was wise in his choice of a
The technical aspects of the show were script, on two counts. One, "Fantasticks" is
imperfect. In effort to have creative the first full-fledged musical produced at
lighting, basic illumination was sacrificed. Trinity in the past four years. I applaud Ron
There were shadows on the actors' faces; Daleyfor making a first stab in musical
too often the actors heads were cut off en- theatre at Trinity and hope, he or others,
tirely from light. Frequent light changes will continue to experiment. "The Fanproduced a dark stage often in the middle of tasticks," though flawed, has an inimitable
stage action.
charm and should be seen.

Photo by Sean O'Ma I ley

Anne Newhall and Durward Watson are lovers in "Fantastics".

MHBOG Dance

Rockin'Revolution
By Burt Downes
riffs, kvhich perhaps are the band's most
powerful piece of artistry besides the
"Beat." Ray Charles' "Hallelujah, I Love
Her So" was a nice touch, as were a few
other blues numbers, but after a while the
preponderance of fast and loud rock and roll
material dating back to the late 1960s began
to grate, not only on the exhausted dancers,
but on the ears. For instance, the band
played reasonably "tight," but minus the
inventiveness of rhythm, dynamics, and
interplay of instruments that characterizes
exciting rock musicianship. There were
some notable exceptions, though, like "I'm
A Man."
A further drawback, but an inevitable one,
was an unfortunate combination of equipment and room acoustics that makes guitars
sound as if. they are strung with tight rubber
bands. David Bono, however, must be
credited with a superior (as usual) job of
controlling the P.A. sound. And in terms of
vocals, the members of American
Revolution are spirited and forceful, in the
best style of the music itself. Witness
Barny's performance on "Midnight
Rambler."
The origins of the band date to 1966 when
Tom, Nick, and Brian were playing together
POSTLUDES
in Boston, according to Dumont. Barry and
Steve came along in '68, but the group
Postludes Presents: Music for Recorder
two years later. Finally, they
and Harpsicord on January 24 at 10:00 in the disbanded
their relationship last year.
Chapel, Artists are William Bowie, Mark resumed
MHBOG has something planned for
Sammons and Melissa Maier. Admission is
virtually every weekend throughout the rest
Free.
of the year, with record artist David Buskin
next weekend, the veil Blue Oyster Cult
NEEDED
coming and the magnificent Mahavishnu
Orch expected, not to mention Outer Space
Musicians needed for Theatre Arts in March. Many of you may remember the
appearance last year of Jonathan Edwards,
Production of "Tis Pity She's a Whore.
Strings, Brass, Winds and Percussion- before he had achieved reknown, so you are
urged to check Buskin out.
Contact Prof. Eliet AAC 226.

American Revolution was featured in a.
dance Saturday night in the Washington
Room. This was the first in a semester full of
musical events to be sponsored by Mather
Hall Board of Governors.
Making its second appearance for the
Board, the group includes Barry Madden,
keyboards, Tom O'Hara, lead guitar, Nick
Dumont, second guitar, Steve Assad, bass,
and Brian Loflin, drums. All sing, with Steve
and Barry taking most of the leads. This is a
stompin' band with a powerful rhythm
section, producing great fast dancing music.
If there were any in the crowd of about 400
who preferred some slower numbers, they
did not make themselves noticeable,
because the audience voiced solid approval
of the band's style.
Things started to jump when the group got
going with "I Got a Line On You," reaching
a peak in songs like "She's Not There" and
"['m A Man," the latter performed excellently with heavy bottom, scratchy wahwah guitar, and Madden's surging organ

Announcements

Erratic Magic
By Stephen Fischer
In many, many ways, the "Fantasticks"
was very bad; attimes almost abysmal. But
in the most important way, Ron Daley's
production was worthy of its title. Despite
all the problems involved in staging a show
in Garmany Hall: set limitations,
inadequate lighting facilities, etc. Even
despite the weak pianist, the director and
his cast were able to transform a usually
lifeless, neglected wing of the art center into
a theatre. And to that theatre, clicheically
enough, they brought with them a definite
magic.
The play is the story of a boy and girl in
love, the sort of thing one could only have
taken seriously in one's impetuous youth. At
first glance, it is badly dated ~ a virtual pin
cushion for modern-day cynics. Unfortunately the overture immediately
confirms any initial suspicion one may
have. Badly choreographed, selfconsciously performed, and, poorly
executed on the piano, it left one little hope
for the remaining hour and forty minutes.
Thankfully, however, from almost out of
nowhere, Steven Triggs appeared as El
GaEo and had the audience suddenly
remembering a kind of September that
I shall leave him to sing about. (Even to
critics some things are still sacred.) Though
he may have faltered every now and then
from opening night embarrassment, his
performance was nonetheless memorable.
The production proceeded erratically,
though much to its credit, is was essentially
well done, falling to many, undeniably weak
moments, rather than the other way about.
The distinction here is not merely semantic.
Anne Newhall and Durward Watson were
for the most part both delightful and convincing as the young couple. JFhey sang well
together, and their liberal sense of key only
added to their charm. The two fathers of the
play (God knows how they managed it
without wives)'were portrayed by Fred

Wolinsky and Hank Stahl. They-were excellent caricature studies, complimenting
each other with their antics with the
bravado of veteran vaudvilliahs,
Tim Warren returned to the stage in his
familiar role as ghoul, yet his performance
as Henry was barely dampened by his
earlier part in "I'm Sorry". He overdid
what was to be overdone, but never lost
perspective of the total stage action. He is
certainly an interesting comic actor, with no
apparent shortage of imagination. He could
give the Trinity audience much to look
forward to if he manages to break from
being typecast.
Steven Roylance as the deaf mutt
similarly continued to do well what he does
well. It is doubtful that the role was
terribly challenging to him; he was mort
than able to carry off the elf bil; once again
However not to undersell his talent, it shoulc
be said that Steven's mime and facial expression were a significant contribution tc
the production.
At one point the script reminds us thai
there are no small parts, only small actors
It might be noted that another fair-sizec
actor with a large part of only a few lines
was Jim King as Mortimer, a self-prof essec
expert in death scenes. His performance
both on his feet and on his back was mosl
enjoyable.
The play raises a second profundity early
in the second act with a song that explains,
in" so many words, that a frustrated
romantic readily becomes a cynic. Given
this innocuous aphorism, the inevitable
happy ending, and an evening well spent in a
thrown together theatre, one finds its
converse true. That the "process can
somehow be reversed, and for a couple
hours anyway, one can again come to
believe in the sort of folly that could only
have been taken seriously a long time ago.

If
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Master masses
In Acting
The Theatre Arts Department kj.
arranged for the noted actress, Eve CoIIya
to present a series of five master classes I:
Acting. These classes which began |ss
Saturday will continue until February m'
Twenty students are enrolled in n,
workshops. The workshops will stress!
preparation of scenes for production, '
Miss Colly er is currently appearing in k
Hartford Stage Companies production ^'
NIGHTLIGHT by Kenneth Brown. Sher
playing the part of Ferri. Earlier this yea,
she played Arsinoe in the Stage Companv;
production of MISANTHROPE. Mis!
Collyer is a star off-Broadway, throiighs;
the United States and in Canada and Italj
Her impressive experience include roles::,
plays ranging from ANTONY AV
CLEOPATRA to OH, DAD, POOR DAD am
THE BALCONY. She has worked wfc'
Tyrone Guthrie, Christopher Pluramc:
Frederic March, and Robert Preston. Sis'
has performed on Broadway, at the NH,
York and Great Lakes ShakespearC
Festivals, and in several major region*
repertory companies. She also has an eif
tensive list of credits for television. She to,
written a book, SCENE AND UNSEEN^
which will be published shortly, and she to;
her own School of Acting in New York. \
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Music In The Chapel

w:

Reilly Organ Recital
By Danny Freelander
Jonathan Reilly, Instructor of Music and
College Organist at Trinity, presented an
organ recital Friday, January 19, in the
College Chapel before a packed audience.
THE PROGRAM:
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN C. MINOR
("The Great")
...J.C.BACH
CHORALE PRELUDE: " 0 Mensch, Bewein
dein Sunde Gross"
...J.C. BACH
REPRISES PAR INTERVERSION
...OLIVIER MESSIAEN
ADAGIO FROM FIFTH ORGAN SYMPHONY
...CHARLES-MARIE WIDOR
FINALE FROM NINTH ORGAN SYMPHONY
...CHARLES-MARIE WIDO-R
CORTEGE ET LITANIE
...MARCEL OUPRE
TWO ELEVATIONS
...MARCEL DUPRE
TWO CHORALE PRELUDES:
"Es ist ein Ros ent.sprungen"
...ALAN STOUT
...JOHANNES BRAHMS
CHORALE IN A MINOR
...CESAR FRANK

Reilly, while nervous at first, overcame
his fears after the first two Bach pieces and
remained firmily in command of the Organ
throughout the rest of the concert. The Bach
PRELUDE was a bit messy with very
uneven tempos, but the FUGUE came over
well, especially Mr. Reilly's good use of the
pedals. Even so, he did not seem to take
advantage of the dynamic nuances the Bach
FUGUE offered him. The CHORALE
PRELUDE was well performed, though it
was taken a bit too slow. The progression of
the piece revealed a few strangely
chromatic measures near the end of the
chorale.
The third piece on the program, was as
Mr. Reilly described it to the audience:
"Strange." Messiaen's (b.1908) REPRISES
are really only simple variations on a 9

Poet's Comer
A Love Poem
B y ste

P h e t > Fischer

other loverto lie between sheets'
instead of sit among poems
and come to my senses
rather than open my drawers
™ Play with words.

measure theme. The short theme, though,
was beyond remembrance, and the contrapuntal treatment was lost on most of the
audience. This reviewer didn't know the
piece was over until the page turner
removed the music from the organ.
During the two Widor pieces we saw the
best of what Mr, Eeilly has to offer. The
Trinity Chapel Organ was built with the
capability of doing honors to the best of the
sonorious French organ literature. Reiliy
' knows this and used it to his best advantage
on Friday. Widor's ADAGIO was easily the
best performed piece on the program.
ReiUy's simple, warm understatement of
the music made a beautiful rich, airy sound.
During the FINALE Reilly experienced
some problems with one of the organ's
ciphers. It refused to close and ReiHy was
forced to deal with a low B that refused to
stop sounding. He dealt with this well,
covering it up to the point where the undercurrent almost became invisible,
especially during the soft chorale like coda.
During intermission, representatives of
the Austin Organ Company, builders of the
Chapel Organ, climbed into the organ and
corrected the problem. The Austin Organ
people, quite proud of the instrument they
built at Trinity have been regular attendants at Trinity Organ Recitals, and last
Friday their presence was most welcome.
Following the break Reilly opened the
second half of the concert with a very well
performed piece by Dupre, CORTEGE ET
LITANIE. Based on a repeated 6 note motif,
this quiet but majestic piece built well to a
big chordal ending. The TWO CHORALE
PRELUDES were based on a church hymn
and showed us incredible contrast between
the approach of Stout (b.1939) and Brahms,
a late 19th century romantacist. Even the
chromatics of the Brahms PRELUDE
sounded extremely tame in light of Stout's
twentieth century approach.
As is customary at Trinity Organ concerts
the last piece on the program was a huge,
booming piece that filled the Chapel with
sound. Friday's choice was Frank's
CHORALE, which contrasted a slow chordbuilding section against fast, light contrapuntal parts. The thick texture of the
very end was highlighted by the appearance
of the melody in the bass pedals. This big
work, appropriately performed by Reilly
was appreciated by the audience who gave
Reilly three well deserved rounds of applause.
Reilly's performance was divided between liturgical works for organ and nonchurch related pieces. Although clearly
more at home with the liturgical music,
Reilly gave a more exciting performance
during the other works. The Widor pieces in
particular stand "out as works representative can and hopefully will do in future
concerts.

The next organ recital will be held on
February 26 in the Chapel. The performer
will be Mr. Sam. S. Hill of St. Paul's Church,
Chicago.

Cellulose: uSl/2n

Fellini For Addicts

By Rick Markovitz

One of the most exciting experiences for a
Fellini addict is to get a glimpse at the
master himself as he appears in one of his
own films. Since "8-1/2" Fellini has appeared personally in two out of his four most
recent pictures. In "Clowns" and "Roma"
we watch the master at work as he goes
about the spontaneous generation of a new
film. line appreciation of these appearances, however, can only be thoroughly
realized after having viewed "8-1/2" which
will play at the Cinesttfdio until Tuesday
night.
"8-172" is a film intimately bound lip with
a director's life as he attempts to create a
film. The director, Guido, is played by
Marcello Mastroianni, an actor frequently
seen in Fellini's films. Guido attempts to
work on his script while at a health spa some
distance from Rome and his wife with whom
he is having difficulties. Throughout the film
we watch Guido search for order in his
relationships with his wife, Mistress, and
film producer as well as for order in his own
life: past, present, and projected.
It would seem from a simple story outline
that this film is only for addicts of movies in
general or Fellini in specific. After some
exposure to Italian neo-realistic films, one
generally senses that the stories of these
films are generally somewhat simple in
design. VittoriodeSicain "Umberto D" told
the story of a old man's attempts to support
himself and his dog in post war Italy. Some
of Fellini's earlier films, those prior to "La
Dolce Vita", also deal with very simple
subjects. What then, one may ask, spurs all
this interest in Italian films if their stories
are so simplistic, almost to the point of
unsophisticated?
The immediate response as well as the
reason for my interest in Italian film is that
these filmmakers are not only imaginative
experimenters but cinema craftsmen as
well. The films that do make it to America
are fascinating examples of what' can be
done with the cinema in terms of subtle
poetic imagery in addition .J equally subtle
manipulations of time, an aspect of primary
concern in the film.
"8-1/2", then, is one film which I feel
particularly exemplifies the most powerful
use of cinematic tools to tell a story of
autobiographic origin in a unique way. This

.is the basic attribute of good Italian
directors: they are storytellers. "8-1/2'':
presents the creative process of a HUM?
trying to transform his story into a fHrt,'!
medium plagued with the intricacies of,
technique, The story is told in a highly
subjective manner moving between Guido'ss
fantasies and some level of reality. It'
impossible to state with Felttnithat his films
deal with a very basic level of reality simptj':
because of the way he perceives die world to;
real life. Hence in "8-1/2" when Guidohasa'
fantasy for a sequence in his film, it is eft*
treated with excessive style in terms «f the;
composition and the rhythm. But when
the;
FeU
film tome back to a closer reality
'™!
direction keeps us wondering a ' J0U '*T;
nature of this particular scene's treatme*!
One sequence which exemplifies Fettm15!
style at its freest occurs in the health spa:
grounds as all of the patients .march along'"'
time to music originating from an orchestra?
on the grounds. The total use of sound s»<
image build to a crescendo at which paw;.
the film moves into a fantasy of Guia
dreaming of the young girl who haunts nis
mind.
Some people who have seen the foreign
release print of this film may have nou»
dissatisfaction with the way in which insfilm is so whimsically structured. esen"<
original version, dating from 1962, pi" ^
a problem to the current writer because tne
fantasy sequences are all tinted brown.
Having seen the film both ways, I «"•
honestly state that it makes no difference
the viewer of 1973 whether the fantasy
sequences are clearly differentiated or noTen years ago this measure may have w»
necessary but today most viewers seem
be attuned to the great freedom in "*
manipulation of time and space m «•
cinema.
I
The reader may have noted by now now
am trying here to fully summarize the storj •
first because it is impossible, the film being.
a true mental diary; and secondly, becau
the film unravels, in such a way that in
viewer will take from the film as much as ne •
wishes to. In brief, anybody who has ex-;
perienced the anguish of trying to write *;
poem, a story or anything about an intunaw'
past experience will readily identify witn ~
the chaos at the core of this film's world.
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nKenneth Brown's "Nightlife" Twinkles At Premiere
Hartford Stage Company

By Aron Pasternack

The Hartford Stage Company has for the
past five years presented as part of its
season the world premiere of a play. I have
seen all of them, and they have all been very
difficult. Four years ago I remember
Vladimir Nabokov's astonishing fantasy
THE WALTZ INVENTION which showed
that Nabokov's brilliant mind was more
suited to novels then drama. The next year
brought THE TRIAL OF A. LINCOLN,
which was a very interesting treatment of
Lincoln being tried by a court of black
militants for his alleged racist attitudes.
The big surprise came late in the third act
when all concerned were revealed to have
been policemen performing an experiment.
LINCOLN later toured the country with
Henry Fonda in the title role, but didn't
quite make it to Broadway. The next year
brought a rather predictable tale of
violence, A GUN PLAY. But we all knew
that we have a fascination with guns, and
the play told nothing more. And last year the
least interesting world premiere, ROOTED,
a frankly boring play set in Australia
(although the actor's accents dispelled that
illusion.).
This year, I am happy to say, the Stage
Company has good reason to be proud of
their world premiere. Kenneth Brown's
NIGHTLIGHT is a damn fine piece of
writing. In NIGHTLIGHT Mr. Brown
doesn't have all that much to say, but what
he does say he says well. And Paul Weidner's direction brings out what is there. The
show is definitely the best production of the
season thus far.
The plot of NIGHTLIGHT is relatively
unimportant, since very little happens.
What is important are the relationships
between the figures on stage-the five living
actors and the eleven lifeless statues. First
off there are the alive actors: Rae and the
Reb, an older couple who have lived

together without benefit of marriage quite
happily for 10 years; Ferri and E.W., the
middle aged couple living upstairs whose
marriage is rapidly falling apart; and
Goose, a young man who enters their lives.
Goose is frustrated. He has left his dull
home in upstate New York for the exciting
life in New York City. But his life alone there
is not very stimulating or satisfying either.
He is not very smart or talented or skilled.
He works as a messanger. on Wall Street,
and is likely to remain there forever. There
are no great poems or novels inside him
waiting to be written; rather, there are
violent urges, urges which build up and
erupt twice during the play.
He erupts for the first time in a scene a bit
reminiscent of THE LAST PICTURE
SHOW, in which Ferri is intent on seducing
him, to try and fill up the emptiness in her
own drab life. Goose is caught between
acute physical desire and equally acute
mental disgust. So his anger comes before
his making love - he kicks her in the crotch.
His second violent outburst occurs at the
play's end; Goose has been drafted. He
doesn't care one way or the other, he will go.
The other characters think that it will
straighten him out. So he goes, but not
before the latent urges become overt again;
he punches Rae in the stomach when he
feels that she is henpeck mothering him.
Then he leaves. Rae lies still in her chair. Is
she dead? Asleep? (She has been asleep in
the chair before.) The Reb comes in, drunk
as usual. He goes to bed, snoring. Rae
makes an effort to get up, instead falls
exhausted in the chair. Fin. Nothing's different. Nothing's changed.-The Reb drinks
and sleeps contentedly snoring. And Rae sits
in her chair.
The visual highlight of this show are the
lifeless figures on the stage, the Segalesque
statues. Eleven statues of this type are on

stage. They are thematically linked to the
text, as the people in this play are also
caught in some kind of gray area between
movement and rigidity, a living death in
life. However, once this point is made (and
very nicely too-having Ferri who works as a
teller in a bank, and E.W. who is an
automobile salesman, carry on conversations with the statues in accurate
settings.) the statues tend to be a drag on the
set, making it a bit too cluttered. I would
suggest that they be removed one by one at
certain scene blackouts and then all reappear at the end.
Aside from minor suggestions of the type
noted in the previous paragraph, I have
little quarrel with Paul Weidner's direction.
The show moved very well: it was always
tight, and a tightness is needed for this
script. Several short vignettes of everyday
life were exceptionally well done - one
especially I remember, a silent scene, in the
first act of the rites of E.W. and Ferri as
they prepare for sleep in their big dougle
bed with its satiny bedspread, clad
(respectively) in well-designed Botany
pajamas and long chic Bloomingdale's
nightgown. She yawns, he exercises, and
they retreat to their respective corners of
bed without speaking, without making love,
without communicating, without anything.
The acting varied from very good to
superb. Alan Gifford's Reb was eccentric
and amusing. John Dignan's E.W. and Eve
Collyer's Ferri both were marvellously
etched portraits in confused and lost middle
age. Richard Pilcher's Goose was both
sympathetic and repulsive, thus consistant
with the part. He kept up this difficult
balance well. But priase of praises goes to
Eda Reiss Merin (who has never appeared
in Hartford before) who was superb in
creating Rae, an old Italian woman who sits
in her chair next to her never locked door

and thinks. Ms. Merin's Rae was not one of
those loveable eccentric old grandmother
types found on T.V., but rather, one of those
ancient yet alive old ladies that one comes
across at bus stops in the poorer sections of
New York City, loaded down with wrinkles
and packages. Of all the cast, she alone had
wha 11 cannot express in any other terms but
"that New York wierdness."
To conclude, it is a cohesive and
provocative production; Nightlight should
be seen.

Pictured above is Eve Collyer and
Richard Pilcher in Kenneth Brown's
NIGHTLIFE.
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Photography At Atheneum

By Jennifer Frank

"Executive Order 9066

"On Dec. 7, 1941, the Japanese attacked Japanese Americans, some with as little as Exclusion League -attempted to prevent
Pearl Harbor, and the West Coast of the 1/16 Japanese bloodf were sent to these the immigration of Asians..This type of antiUnited States was thrown into a frenzy of evacuation centers. All Japanese Oriental treatment was perpetuated by such
hate and fear. Pre-existing prejudice was Americans were suspects of sabotage and Federal actions, as the Alien Land Law,
inflamed by newspaper stories about the espionage, and were told they were being passed by Theodore Roosevelt in 1906.
The actions of Japan during the war, prior
threat of Japanese subversion and sabotage. put in the camps for their own protection as
to
their actual bombing of Pearl Harbor,
well
as
that
of
their
country.
Carey
McNone of the scare stories were ever subto further stir up anti-Japanese
stantiated. Nevertheless, public figures and Williams pointed out however, in his served
in America: Japan's occupation of
influential groups called out insistantly for publication of Prejudice in 1944, that there feelings
Manchuria,
her invasion of China, her withwas
"no
measure
against
German
and
the removal of all Japanese-Americans
drawal from the League of Nations, her
Italian Americans."
from l;he coast.
That this was a racist issue, there is very defiance of naval arms limitations, and of
"OnFeb; 19th, FDR responded by signing"
little
doubt. This was in fact merely the course the culmination being the bombing of
Executive Order 9066 which authorized the
culmination
of a century of anti-Oriental theUSS Panay. All of these contributed to
army to remove civilians from any area of
the general consciousness of a Japanese
the country which it deemed necessary." feelings and actions which started with the threat to America. Pearl Harbor became an
first immigrations from Japan in 1854,
excuse, a rational for the release of sen"Executive Order 9066" opened January twenty years after Comm. Perry "opened" timents that had been in existence toward
9th at the Wadsworth Atheneum, and will be Japan in 1834. In 1854, in fact, the case, Japanese Americans since the very
running until February 18th. This is a "People vs. Hall" rejected the right of a beginning of their presence in the United
collection of some 75 photographs taken Chinese to testify against a white. In 1902, States.
from a collection of over 25,000 of the ex- there was the Chinese Exclusion Act, and
"Executive Order 9066" is punctuated
perience of 110,000 American-Japanese then in 1905, the San Francisco Asiatic
citizens following America's intervention in
World War II. This is a moving, powerful
exhibition of one of the darkest moments in
the United States' history. About a third of
the photographs were taken by the great
Western photographer Dorothea Lange,
portraying many aspects of life in the
American concentration of "evacuation"
camps. Despair, confusion, and even
hopelessness is communicated in these
photographs: in a young girl's face as she
sits amidst a pile of suitcases and boxes as
her family awaits evacuation; in the eyes of
an older couple seated in their cabin; in the
very stance of men working in the fields
outside their camps, guarded by a
Caucasian soldier, inManzanar, California.
These camps were located in remote
desert regions of the inland West, in Manzanar, Posten, Arizona; Hunt, Idaho,
Newell, California, and in many other areas,
the bulk of which were located in California.
The camps on the whole were inadequate in
size, sanitation, and protection, for even
minimum standards of human comfort.
Though the Japanese American Citizens'
League in 1942 sent President Roosevelt a
telegram and a number of statements
pledging their complete loyalty to the
Reproduced by Sean O'Malley.
United States, about 2/3's of native-born

with exerpts from many newspapers,
mostly Californian, and with statements
from numerous top military officials, either
encouraging or just reporting prevalent
attitudes rampant during the war. The Los
Angeles Times reported the results of a poll
revealing that by a ratio of 14 to 1, Southern
Californians favored deportation of all
Japanese from the United States and a ban
upon all further Nipponese immigration;
General John L. DeWitt, Commander
Western Defense Command and 4th U.S.
Army stated that "The Japanese race is an
enemy race"; a United States Congressman
favored "putting them in concentration
camps", while the San Francisco Examiner
in a 6 A.M. Extra exclaimed that "THE
OUSTER OF ALL JAPS IN CALIFORNIA
NEAR!". . . .
The interesting and ironic fact is that the
442nd Combat Team, an all Japanese unit,
while their families were living in concentration camps in the Western United
States, won more awards than any other
unit of the United States forces. This interesting dichotomy or even contradiction
was most poignantly expressed by a parent
in one of the concentration camps: "They
take my boy to the army and now my other
children to a concentration camp." The
exhibit, "Executive Order 9066", contained
other quotations revealing that most of the
Japanese stated that they were "proud of
the United States and certain that her sense
of fairness will come through."
"Executive Order 9066" is a fascinating
exhibition as an independent portrayal of
the special plight of a specific people during
a terrifying and confusing period in our
history. However, the designers of the
exhibit, Maisie and Richard Conrat explained their coinciding motivation in
presenting such a show. These were
patriotic motives. They stated the importance for a country to review her past
mistakes in hopes of never repeating them,
herein lies the potential greatness of a
nation. There was no overwhelming optimism or pessimism in their accompanying
comments and conclusions. "Executive
Order 9066" merely offers proof that 'IT
CAN happen here'.
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Better Than They Got
It took a lot of doing but the student elections finally got
off the ground last week.
Of course, we had kept anxious tabs on what was happening. In the last few issues of last semester, you saw how
the Student Executive Committee was having trouble
running the elections.
Confusion after confusion seemed to conspire against
students getting onto committees. First, too few students
applied to fill the number of available slots. Then, the
elections were improperly delayed. Then, the whole
election was cancelled. Then new elections were ordered.
There sure was a lot doing on the election front. But
sometimes, from here, it looked as if people would flip
right by the front pages to see what was happening in arts
or sports.

A

Why weren't they interested in the elections ?
Maybe the problem was that elections-and especially
bungled elections-are highly technical affairs and you just
don't like reading about complex negotiations.
Or maybe you would have read about these negotiations,
in spite of their complexity, if you felt that the elections
were really important. But maybe you didn't think they

were important at all. Maybe the whole notion of student
government is a has-been in your mind (it is in ours).'
Maybe you feel elections smack too much of old movies on
College Life-student princes and football games and Big
Men on Campus"and absent-minded "profs".
Only these elections had little to do with these frivolous
things. They were important because these committeesunlike student governments in abstract-do things. They
determine how much money will go to the various student
organizations. They decide what students will be thrown
out of school and for what reasons. They decide how much
money is available for concerts or social service clubs or
bail or whatever. Some are joint committees with the
faculty. Others are joint committees with the Trustees.
So when we see a fine candidate barely beating out
Elkhart-a sheep dog from North Campus-for the committee that reviews charges of Academic Dishonesty we
wonder where our brothers and sisters heads are at.
The trick is not to be confused by what's past and to stay
abreast of what's happening. And if you look closely at the
election question, you'll see that these elections deserved
better than they got.

I •.

experience
To the Editor:
Applications for the Trinity program in
the Philippines are due next week, January
31,1973. Unfortunately, last year, I was the
only student who took advantage of Trinity's
program in the Philippines while there were
two openings. It is my hope that a quick
description of my trip will suffice' to induce
two well-qualified students to embark on a
similar adventure.
Leaving Boston the first week in June I
flew to Hawaii via San Francisco. After
spending a relaxing week on the beaches of
Hawaii I left for Japan where I spent
another most interesting week. From there I
flew to Hong Kong and then to Manila. At
Trinity College of Quezon City I had a choice
between living with a family, in an apartment, or in a seminary. Feeling introverted
I chose the seminary where I enjoyed my
four month stay. I had planned to take an
academic leave of absence the second
semester after having been accepted at the
University of the Philippines. But martial
law was declared in late September, the
Universities were closed, and radicals were
•jailed. Required to remain in school because
of my draft status I decided on an immediate departure after a minor operation.

I flew to Saigon and then to Bangkok,
remaining in each city for several days.
After landing in Calcutta I travelled by land
to Katmandu, Nepal and headed for
Pakistan via Patna, Agra, Dehli, and
Amritsar. I crossed the border along with
many other western travellers and
proceeded by train, bus, and car to Athens
via Afganistan, Iran, and Turkey. I boarded
a ship for Italy and subsequently arrived in
Rome where I visited our other campus. I
took a train to Paris, hitched to Luxembourg, and flew to New York. I won't bore
you by going into greater detail — All I can
say is that the trip was an education and
experience that was worth the occasional
loneliness and a bout of dysentry during my
last month of travel.
For the sake of clarity let me reassure any.
prospective applicant of several things:
Though my advisor in the Philippines has
been arrested, schools are once again open.
Just keep your ideas to yourself.
The travel to various countries is not part
of the program, though I would recommend
it.
My total expenses amounted to no more
than the cost of a semester at Trinity in
Hartford.
I would be happy to give further information to any interested student.
JayMoller
Box 704

'connpirg*

philosophy is the raison d'etre of the Public
Interest Research Groups (PIRG). The one
added feature is that PIRG's are entirely
To the Editor:
In 1970, Ralph Nader initiated the campus based. The main reason for this is
organization of two statewide citizen that typically students are taken even less
groups, similar in scope to his national seriously' than the average citizen, as they
Public Citizen, centered in Washington, D.C. comprise a transient group. The PIRG adds
Since then, twelve other states have the permanence to student efforts. The
followed suit and established Public Interest PIRG moves away from the politics of
Research Groups. Fifteen more of these confrontation characteristic to student
organizations are now in the process of groups, and. leads to a mature viable activism.
being established.
During the past two months, efforts have
Basically, the purpose of these groups is to
attempt to reestablish the advocacy system been made to establish a statewide base for
in American politics. Ideally, both sides a Connecticut Public Interest Research
should be equally represented in any Group (ConnPIRG). This work has finally
dispute.. However, a breakdown in this been completed. With approximately twelve
advocacy system has occurred. Whereas a colleges and universities involved
huge corporation has funds earmarked for statewide, ConnPIRG is ready to move from
full-time scientists and lobbyists to theory into practice. Within the next four to
represent their corporate interests, the six weeks, ConnPIRG will be a reality.
Help is needed for the local petitioning
average citizen has no one. This disparity is
clearly visible in any public hearing; the drive at Trinity needed to establish us as a
contest before the legislative committee is member institution. So far about twenty
usually between a top-salaried well- people have signed up. Anyone interested in
researched professional and a concerned finding out more information or helping wnn
citizen taking time off from work to air his ConnPIRG, please contact me at Box 654 or
views. With that in mind, it is no wonder why 246-8735.
,,,
so little is done in the public interest,
Peter Basch '74
Nader envisioned a return to the advocacy
system by establishing citizen groups with
sufficient funding to hire full-time
professionals in the public interest. This
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Barkan Up
By Steve Barkan

The...

Nixon Bombs Miami

Florida, Jan. 16 -- Angered by the Miami Dolphinists'
recent Super Bowl offensive against the Washington
Redskins, Richard M. Nixon, Head Coach of the United
States Americans, has ordered wave after wave of B-52
bombers and F-4 Phantom jets to bomb Miami.
American sources in Florida have indicated that 500
planes, including 100 B-52s~each of whose bombing
runs costs $45,000--are bombing Miami day and night.
The United States team has admitted to the loss of 16 B52s and to 104 pilots killed, captured, or missing in
action.
Reporters on the scene have characterized the
Coach's action as "terror bombing," noting that the
average B-52 strike, consisting of three of the huge
planes, lays waste to an area 1-1/2 miles long by 1/2
mile wide. As such, they say, this constitutes indiscriminate bombing, and civilians and non-military
structures are the inevitable victims. A Newsweek
correspondent reported that "there was so much
civilian damage in Miami that the relentless raids
seemed to amount to a campaign of terror against the
Dolphinists." Thousands of civilians have died, says
Newsweek.
Coach Nixon ordered the new strikes-the heaviestaerial bornbardment in history-after the breakdown of
the negotiations with Miami that began so optimistically shortly after last October 26, when Chief
Scout Henry Kissinger said that "a major player trade
is at hand."
The American team has charged that the Dolphinists
were not negotiating for the trade "in good faith" and
that the enemy has "been raising one friyilous issue
after another." However, many reliable sources close
to the negotiations have laid the blame for the impasse
to the demand by Mr. Nixon and by the Redskins' Head
Coach Nguyen George Allen for formal recognition
both of the DMZ at the 50-yard-line as a border between
the Dolphinists and the Redskins and of the
sovereignty of the Allen team over their half of the
field. Miami, according to these sources, has found this
demand unacceptable because its implementation is
precisely what they have been fighting against for the
last ten years. This new Nixon-Allen demand,
moreover, violates the first point of the Nine-Point
Agreement first announced last October, with which
Mr. Kissinger said on October 26 that he had "no
complaint."
White House spokesman Ronald Ziegler said that the
bombing raids "will continue until such time as a
settlement is arrived at." Initially he had claimed that
the intensive bombardment was designed to blunt
another Dolphinist offensive, but American personnel
in Florida said they saw no signs of any impending
attack by the Miamians. Thus, most observers would
agree with Time magazine, which declared, "It is
universally accepted that the terror bombing has only
one purpose: to bludgeon the Miamians into giving

concessions that Henry Kissinger could not win at the
conference table."
Although the U.S. has claimed that it has targeted
only athletic structures, it is apparent that the civilian
damage has been great. In one case, some reports
indicated that the Bach Miami Hospital had been
destroyed by American bombs, though this was denied
by Pentagon spokesman Jerry Friedheim, who
claimed, "We have not struck any large 1000-bed
civilian hospital. We have no information that indicated that at all." His statement of innocence was
countered by several foreign journalists and by
Brigadier General (ret.) Telford Taylor, who was in
Miami at the time of the bombing. Taylor said that the

Bach Miami Hospital was "blown to smithereens,
blown to bits, completely destroyed, and hit more than
once on successive days."
Condemnation of the bombing has been worldwide.
Sweden's Prime Minister Olaf Palme compared the
bombing to Nazi atrocities and termed the aerial attacks "a form of torture and an outrage to those linked
to names like Guernica, Lidice, Babi Yar, Sharpeville,
and Treblinka." In retaliation. Coach Nixon told the
Swedish team not to replace its scout travelling with
the American squad when the incumbent leaves this
month.
•
When asked about the bombing, the Rev. Billy
Graham, spiritual advisor to Coach Nixon's team.
replied, 'There has always been killing and dying.
What about all the people killed in traffic accidents?"
In a related development. Deputy Defense Coach
appointee William Clements. Jr. was appearing before
a Senate confirmation panel. When asked about
Miami, he said he would favor a 4-4-3 defense but
"would not rule out" the use of nuclear weapons if they
were needed. At a press conference the next day,
spokesman Friedheim was fumbling his way through a
series of questions on Clements' statement when a note
from Defense Coach Melvin Laird arrived, saying that
the U.S. game plan did not include the use of such
weapons.
Throughout. Mr. Nixon has maintained complete
silence on the game. His last formal news conference
was October 5, and he is rarely seen anymore in public.
He has said nothing about the Miami situation. He
spent Christmas eve alone with his valet. His aloofness
has angered members of Congress. Some observers
feel that the nation's No. 1 football fan has been
troubled by the failure of his game plan and has thus
merely resolved more fervently to "win a trade with
honor."
Indeed, sources note, it is Coach Nixon's determination to complete the trade with some residue oi
honor that guides his thoughts in this area. No longer
does the U.S. claim that it is struggling against Miami
to save the world from Dolphinism. lest football teams
everywhere fall to the enemy. Rather. Mr. Nixon's
reason for continued punishment of the Dolphinists
appears to be the same as his reason for invading the
Cambodian League in May 1971. "It is not our power
but our will and character that is being tested tonight,"
he said in a pep talk on TV. "Does the richest and
strongest football team in the history of the world have
(he character to meet a direct challenge by a group
which rejects every effort to win a just trade?"
Coach Nixon would have liked to complete the trade
before the renewal of his four-year contract January
20, but he was not able to do so. He might be successful,
however, in the near future.
Nonetheless, as one disgruntled fan noted, "Nixon
should have dropped back and punted four years ago."

In Memoiy Of '72

Never Talk To A Ziggurat

By Michael Mark Madore

Here it is. happy new year, whoopee golly gee apple
pie and up the sandbox and wow, I'm sitting here
remembering the days of the monkees and clearisil
and a college freshman already; reading Gardner's
History of Art and John Canaday, bless his face,
writing in the New York Times about the stand out
color 7 by 9 inch glossies of nineteen seventy two with
the Metropolitan playing footsie with some esoteric
gallery or galleries and what a trip; and bobby fisher
and two hundred dollar chess sets at Saks and Mark
Spitz nudie posters and pass an orgasm to a friend
preferably one of your own, and yes folks this is reality,
welcome to it, and gloria steinem is alive and well at
Ms. publications which proved to be the hottest item on
the seventy two magazine circuit and Betty Freidan is
talking about the need for total human liberation, both
male and female and so my first right on is for dear
Betts and of course getting libbed is in these days with
truman capote and the cat pack in SoJo and brooklyn
heights and Dick Cavett getting a below the belt deal
with ABC, the year when George McGovern was
kicked all over and sorry folks, America sits brooding
over rah-rah alternatives to the welfare dilemma and
the atrocities being committed at home and abroad
what with genocide and sexism and what have you
other than a tremendous mess that very few people are
acknowledging as "reality" or socially "relevant,"
welcome to the monkey house, Zoology with a "Z,"
napalmed and defoliated; and quite nakedly the
limelight is by all accounts focusing on someone's
insensitivity and then MesKILL can find a polite
republican way to screw himself while tens of
thousands of belated commuters are without any mass
transportation down limousine streaked roadways to
the capital hail to the "ass" and you know "who" was
on the tube last Saturday and up with Hermann Hesse
and T.S. Eliot and e. e. cummings and super right on

let's lynch an intellectual and repeal the shield laws
suppress the press power to the people some call it and
if. 1 can recollect in tepid moments of 1970 with Kent
and Jackson States and then a repeat performance at
Southern and wow the stuff is still pretty heavy, I mean
1972 in Canarsie and Pontiac, Michigan and then
November 7th and hats off to Watergate and espionage
in general like peace is at hand and to Martha Mitchell's mouth, dig those transmitter cavities, and did
you know that Randy Agnew is a gay hairdresser and
Escher, Truman, and Pearson (who, by the way, was
never a subsidiary of General Electric), doing the
funeral route complete with eulogy and all and of
course Nixon enigmatically sipping Maotai. with ChouEn Lai with Walter Cronkite having a short circuit
near the Great Wall (a belated case of electric sock
fever) the machine grinds away, with the uglies
spreading across this "your land and his" routine
while the inner city continues to get gang raped by Mr.
and Mrs. Corporate Puritan America and imbued with
progress with I.T.T. and Dita "Beard and unhip jesus
freaks doing the streets, convert the masses from sin
and don't eat Hostess Twinkees and never attempt to
get laid in a Sheraton; while the 1950's do a retake with
Bctte Midler and Follies and yours truly sitting here
with the baggy layered look with three inch platform
shoes and tributes to the Berrigan brothers and sister
Elizabeth McAllister and up the revolution while the
Trots and the Young Socialists sit around playing
Bingo somewhat heatedly with Marxist fervor and all
with a turned on Peter Max poster of Rosa Luxembourg done in nausea light green and Tricia Cox pink
as first prize, like Che Guevra is alive and well in
Central Park and we should expect to see or hear about
Bill Buckley getting a hernia on his tongue and we
finally got to see "Nights in White Satin" make it as a
number one during the year and an undisclosed if not

reaffirmed source of information has stipulated that it
might even make the top five of the Year's annual top
forty orgy countdown Alka Seltzer review with Harold
Stassen and the Stag Borshct Troupe thrown in for
kicks, oh yes, another right on for good ole George
Athanson. mayor of the great city of Hartford, for
being enlightened enough- to write that marvelous
poem as his annual New Year's message, nic& to have
a liberal really working for you and be kind to a hustler
week while getting hassled around Times Square and
Bushnell Park and getting to see your honest to
goodness first live sex pervert while Mort Sahl puts
down the 'big city' and Alice Cooper playing it up with a
silver greased dagger of sorts, stars galore and David
Bowie, ziggy, and the spiderman from Mars doing
take-offs of Queen Elisabeth to the overture of "How to
T(H)rust your Pelvis" in S flat, devastated with the
demise of Life magazine; going to see Cabaret two or
three times and actually getting to like Tuesday Weld
?nd Anthony Perkins in "Play it as it Lays"; with Cries
and Whispers, The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie,
Fat City, and Deliverance all fair candidates for the
"A" plus column for 1972; surreptious glances towards
the National Lampoon with a Playdead feature
complete with the Stiffs of Sweden; family forays to ,
Provincetown complete with a shiny whip set for four
and a boatload of nuns shipwrecked on Fire Island and
finally "Who could Ask for More" by Dan Blocker. . .
.and 1973 promises to be just as deranged as 72 which
should make it just as interesting, .and a few quickies
with Bella Abzug beating Ryan and a final right on for
Ted Baxter of the Mary Tyler Moore Show for being
my unequivocal choice for the "Stud of 72" award. .
.down with chauvinism and remember; never talk to a
ziggurat, especially if its on uppers, .sky high in tinsel
town yours truly giving everyone a new year salute..*!
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(From the Right

The Inflation of Everything
By Steve Chernaik
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Inflation has not only hit the American dollar; the
American academy has also fallen victim and has
suffered far more severely. A "C" and a degree just
ain't worth what they used to be, and I, for one, mourn
the devaluation of both. For those of you who love to
interpret all major trends and events according to
economic theories, the present inflation in education
offers some provacative parallels. To those of us who
believe that severe dollar inflation is the road to rendezvous with national economic disaster, the present
inflation in education may conceivably offer a peak at
the Titanic which our liberal economists are piloting.
Education has become the pagan deity of the second
half of the twentieth century. Its rites, communions
and temples have attracted millions of American
zealots. Its priests and missionaries will not be
satisfied until every last human being on earth has
been converted to education. "With education,"
proclaim its priests, "all things are possible"--the
wisdom of the ages, high paying, interesting jobs for
all, a world freed from wars and racism (caused, of
course, by that anti-Christ ingorance). Yes, the streets
of heaven must surely be paved with sheepskin.
World War Hand the GI Bill must assume the role of
sine qua non for the present flooding of our colleges.
Millions of young Americans home from the war, with
Uncle Sam there to foot the bill for their education. No
college was extremely difficult to get into, and so the
flood began. At first the trend seemed beneficial. The
GI Bill seemed as fine a way as any to reward our
brave fighting men for saving so much of the free
world from the German beast, Many bright young men
who formerly could not afford college, now had their
chance to attend. Increasing numbers of applicants
gave many colleges the privilege of demanding more
than mere ability to pay tuition from an applicant, and
so the good colleges seemed to become' "better" as the
result of being able to attract and accept only the most
outstanding students.
But only those who staked, their claims early really
benefitted from the post World War II gold rush in
higher education. The wagon, loads of student
prospectors that have arrived since the early sixties
have increasingly found the mines dry and their pans
full 0/ fool's gold. Too many of us who are presently in
colleges are the unfortunate victims of-a society which
has mistakenly chosen to worship higher education, a
false god for the reasons they have chosen to defy it.
Soon, if college enrollments continue to increase, we
will be victims of a runaway inflation in education,
which will soon cause our diplomas to be of little more
value than birth certificates, when they are weighed in
Ihe assay office of jobs.
Four other trends should also be mentioned as
contributors to our present runaway inflation in
education: 1) the draft, from which college offered, at
the least, a'temporary escape for millions of students,
2) massive systems of state supported colleges, which
further has reduced the cost of education for many
students. 3) the springing up of community colleges
(many of which, unfortunately, no longer satisfied with
their original, humble role of providing a two year
alternative to the normal college degree, are now
moving in the four year direction, 4) some movement
!o open admissions, such as what presently exists at
CCNY, at which any graduate of a New York City
Public High school is not only guaranteed admissions
at this fine college (once known as the poor man's
Harvard), but is also given a two year grace period

from flunking out replete with unlimited remedial,
courses (colleges teaching basic English!).
Yes, everyone and his dog (often quite literally) is
attending college today. The effect has been similar to
the fate of the minimum wage. A minimum amount of
education was always necessary if one hoped to aspire
to jobs of status. But as one and all succeed to the
minimum level, while the number of desirable jobs
demanding a college degree remain relatively constant, competition will demand that the minimum level
be raised. As a result those who have more to offer (in
term's of educational performance) will gain the jobs
that have more to offer.
Fifteen years ago, a "C" student who graduated
from Trinity could gain admissions to law school, a just
slightly better than "C" student could gain admissions
to a decent medical school. The inflationary jump in
the past fifteen yea rs has been roughly one whole grade;
i. e. the decent law school will demand "B" student, the
decent medical school a "B plus" student.
For the graduate, and Phd student, the situation is
relatively worse. Colleges will have an opening for a
single instructorship, and will be flooded with 500
applications, all from hopefuls who either have or are
in the process of getting their Phds. Many Phds have
had to content themselves with teaching in high
schools, and in some cases taking jobs that require no
college education at all (e.g. department store clerks,
gas station attendants). Engineers by the thousands
have-been laid off and have had to seek jobs beneath
their educational training; others are collecting
unemployment. .With the mushrooming of law schools,
and law school applicants, one needn't be Jean Dixon
to predict a similar fate for the present generation of
young lawyers. Physicians, for the time being, are
protected by the rigorous standards of virtually all
medical schools, and the AMA, which refuse to accede
to the popular demand for more medical schools and
more doctors.
As with grades, the degree has fallen victim to inflation. Colleges will not even consider promoting an
instructor who does not have a Phd, or accepting an
applicant who is not at least working towards his Phd.
Most high schools demand a Masters degree, or at
least demand that the teacher be working towards his
Masters. Salesmen, policemen, factory foremen,
underwriters and a host of other jobs are increasingly
requiring some college background as a prerequisite
for employment.
Our society has wealth and national suffrage. We
are obsessed with consumerism; it dominates the
American spirituality. And what the American citizen
cannot buy with his dollars, he will attempt to gain with
his ballot. Our congress' power is not derived from
making laws, but rather from its power to appropriate
the taxpayers' money. Americans want cheaper
education, which, unlike cars and television sets, the
free marketplace has failed to provide. So higher
education has become state subsidised and tax slipported. Some American educations even grandly speak
of higher education as the RIGHT of every American
child--yet another social welfare program in the
making. ,
.
But the cycle is vicious. As Americans become more
and more educated, they become more and more
dissatisfied with their education and its fruits. And so
they add strychnine to their arsenic and demand more
education, and that education do more things for them.
Those earning the minimum wage, may find their
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paycheck adequate, until everyone else starts to earn
the minimum wage, so then.. .The minimum wage was
$1,25 back in 1964, by the end of this year it will likely be
$2. Inflation is not an economic blueprint: like war and
unrequited love, it is the product of human nature.
We are heading towards the creation of an intellectual proletariat within our society. Historical
parallels can be drawn between the United States
today and post World War I Germany with respect to
present dangers of inflation. In Germany at the time
there were billions of marks in everyone's pockets.
Furthermore, every third Fritz and Heinrich was Phded. The degrees were worth slightly less than the
marks to the millions of Germans who were poor and
unemployed. The American economy is still the
strongest in the world, but the faith of her people is too
strongly imbued in an inflated dollar and in an inflated
educational system. Let a depression befall our
country, and there is no predicting what mad
demagogue and ideology bitterly frustrated
Americans, saturated with worthless dollars and
degrees and the broken promises both once made,
might follow. Frustrated scholars are, historically, a
dangerous lot.
The task of tinselling education to the American
people is leviathan. Many more people will be hurt
before this false messiah is unmasked. Education,
much beyond the three Rs, must be seen as a luxury,
not a vital necessity for any nation. Precious few jobs
require a high degree of scholarship for their proper
execution. A booming society, like ours, needs
technicians, skilled laborers and people to man boring,
but vital, semi-skilled jobs -- jobs that pav them good
money for an important, necessary service rendered,
jobs that require some specialized training, but
precious little formalized education. Our society needs,
and can afford, by comparison, comparatively few
philosophers, poets, and professors. Given the choice
between Plato and a heated house in the winter, between Beethoven and a good mechanic to repair their
car. most people would opt for the former choice, and
not without good reason.
I am reminded of two public service ads which I
recently saw on television. One has an actor portraying
Abraham Lincoln, who is turned down for an executive
position in 1972 because he has no college in his
.background. The false moral which the ad
propagandizes is you have no chance of being a great
man without a college education. Commercial number
two bemoans the wealth of untapped greatness that lies
in our miserable ghettoes. Water those neglected lives
with higher education and who knows how many
Shakespeares, Edisons, Benjamin Franklins and the
like will blossom.
The simple fact is that neither Lincoln, nor
Shakespeare nor Edison, nor Franklin ever attended
college, Nor is it likely, one could reasonably argue,
that true genius has ever come to fruit because ot
formalized education. It is even less likely that such
will be the case in the future, as formal education
becomes more complicated and more saturated with
the stew from American society, whose interests
should be attuned, largely, to all sorts of excellences,
other than scholastic. -.'
To close my article on vision of a future apocolyptic
nightmare I offer you a society of leaky pipes and rows
caving in, but plenty of citizens, humming Bach's fittn
symphony and quoting Aristotle's Apology and lining
up to collect their weekly unemployment checks.
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If Pogs Run Free

What Men Live By: Part One
By Matt Moloshok
We were sitting in our rooms at 300 Summit Street.
Lawrence Libido was playing his violin. He played it
constantly now for there were no cases to work on and
he needed something to do since I had convinced him
not two days before to go off cocaine. Now, I was a little
sorry.
"Must you make that awful racket, Libido?" I asked.
"I can't stand it."
"Neither can I, my dear Moloshok," he said with
glee. "What do you see we do up some cocaine?"
•Before I could answer, however, we heard Mrs.
Hudson, our landlady on the stairs. She ushered in a
tall, stately blonde, who was wearing a leopard skin
dress. She was positively smashing.
"Are you Lawrence Libido? The one who helps out
Hartford Yard?" she asked in a husky voice.
"I've worked with them on occasion," he said dryly.
"Then I've got a caper for you," she purred. "No one
has been able to solve it."
"Let's have some details," Libido said, gesturing for
her to sit in a chair. He himself sat back into a deep
armchair that had been stained and torn by years-of
chemical research.
"I used to be Mrs. Rachel Underwood Forreil..." she
began.
"Wife of the Trinity College administrator?" I
asked.
"Yes," she said. "You can call me Raoul. I say I
used to be Mrs. Forreil, for my husband disappeared
mysteriously over vacation. I've looked everywhere
for him - the College View Tavern, Constitution Plaza,
the Mather Hall Campus Center. I even placed an
advertisement in the Trinity Tripod."
"You seem to have covered every possibility," said
Libido.. "We can presume your husband is actually
missing. When did you first notice he was gone?"
Raoul blushed.
"I see." Libido said. "Before I can do anything for
you, I'll need more information. Did he visit his dentist
for a checkup once a year?"
"Every six months."
"Was he friendly with a man named Harry 'The
Butcher' Sweetheart?"
"Not that I know of."
"This is interesting," said Libido. "I'll take the case.
Come back in the morning and it will all be settled.
After she left, he turned to me. "That women is in
mortal danger. We've got to follow her. There isn't a
moment to lose."
We raced down the stairs and the last thing I
remember as we slipped out the door was being hit

over the head.
When I came to, I was in Hartford Hospital. My head
was carefully bandaged and I knew I had been
drugged. I saw Libido leaning over the bed. "Poor old
Moloshok," he said, offering me his hand. "I knew we
should have done up the cocaine."
"What happened?" I asked.
'"We were jumped. I managed to fight off the thugs
and get you here. Unfortunately, I lost Raoul in the
scuffle. 1 can't imagine where she went to."
'. "I can tell you that one," said a nurse. As she came
closer to my bed. I realized it was Raoul.
"Who were those guys?" I asked.
"I don't know," she said. "I've never seen them
before."
"I can tell you who they were," said Libido. "They
were in the employ of Bishop Brownell."
"You mean ..."•
"Precisely," Libido said. "The old man of the
mountain himself. The most diabolical killer since
Professor Moriarity. The most feared convict since
Willie Slarkwell." "
"I knew that my husband was hanging around with a
rough bunch but I had no idea it was anything like
this," said Raoul. Her helpless feminity seemed to
strike a triple stop in Libido's musical mind.
"Of course not," he consoled. "Why don't you tell us
all you know now."
"Well, my husband and I were vacationing in Hartford. We didn't have anything planned in particular.
The days were idle and we simply listened to music,
enjoyed the sights and sounds and,took brisk walks."
Libido watched her, arching his long fingers
gracefully in front of himself. "More matter less art,"
he counseled.
"He somehow didn't want to go back to school this
term. He wanted to lie on his back and watch the clouds
roll by for the rest of time.
"And the bishop?" I interjected.
"The bishop was jealous," she said bitterly. "He'd
always been the one person at the College who watched
the weather and felt the changing wind. He was the one
person at the College who could tell which way the wind
blew. He was the one person at the College who could
lie inscrutably in the middle of everything and live a
life of full pure experience."
"So you suspect the Bishop sent his boys around to
get Mr. Forreil?" Libido asked.
"Maybe," said Raoul. "Maybe not. Oh, I'm so
confused." •
"Well, of course, that must be it" I said excitedly.

Libido smiled for the first time I could remember
when he wasn't doing drugs. "Mrs. Forreil, would you
mind if I kissed you."
She blushed. "Call me Raoul," she said bashfully.
I was growing impatient. "What about the Bishop?"
"Ah yes. the Bishop;-"•Libido-said, as if snapping out
of a reverie. "A tough nut to crack, that one. Come
Moloshok. there's not a moment to lose."
"But my head. . ."
"Don't worry about it. I can assure you my research
proves conclusively the- mind .control's the "body."
We raced out of the hospital, my-sheets trailing
behind me conspicuously.
. ,.
"Where are we going?" I asked catching my breath
"Back to our rooms." Libido said. "I suspect we will
find a message waiting for us on the door. .-..
When we got there, there was no message in sight.
Suddenly, however, we hoard a rush of wind and a huge
knife with a note at the end of it struck the door.
"Meet me at the Quad at midnight." it read. It was
signed "Bishop Brownell."
Looking out our window we could see the horrible
hand that had thrown the deadly knife. It's finger still
followed through in the direction of the throw.
"What are we going to do?" I asked.
"Nothing until midnight," said Libido. "I suggest
you do something relaxing. I'll tell you what. I'll teach
you how to play the violin."
Midnight came swiftly. With the clocktower chiming
softly in the background, we went to the Bishop. He
was a tough old codger and I was scared. Libido,
however, acted as cooly and calculatedly as ever.
"Where's Forreil?" he asked.
"Oh he's perfectly safe. He'll be back in classes the
first day of school. He'll love it. You'll see."
"I'll bet you brainwashed him," I said bitterly
"Oh. no." said the Bishop" II wasn't necessary lo do
that. You see, I had his wife to help me."
"Raoul?" I demanded. "But she ..."
.Just then. Libido reached around behind the Bishop
and pushed a part of the stone. The base of the statue
Hew open and revealed a stairway to a massive underground complex. He gestured me to follow him
down the stairs.
There were thousands of computers and charts on
every student in the school. Everywhere uniformed
attendants watched over the equipment. And sitting
directly under the Bishop, operating a smalt console
sat Raoul.
"To think I was deceived'by a woman," Libido said.

To be continued next week

TWO Topics

It Should Happen Here
A gynecologist is a doctor who specializes in the
medical treatment of tfce-femate reproductive system.
A periodic visit to a gynecologist is not a luxury for a
woman, it is an integral part of her minimal health
care. Too many women feel that the only reasons to
visit a .-gyn. are birth control, pregnancy, abortion
counseling or menopausai problems. But this is not so,
women should see a gyn. regularly, just as they would
a physician. Hopefully, one has a physical examination
annually, why not a pelvic exam. also. Such problems
as cancer of the breast or cervix, vaginal or ureihral
infections, venereal diseases, can be treated most
effectively when treated in their early stages.
If a gyri. is so necessary to minimal women's health
care, why is there not one here at Trinity? The most
popular excuse given for lack of gynecological services
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on campus is that Trinity have access to the Hartfsrd
communities' Gyns. But one can also argue that
Trinity have access to Hartford's food services,
bookstores, residential housing, and minimal medical
health care. Students naturally assume that the college
will provide these services. For a weman, a Gyn. is an
absolutely necessary service.
If visiting a Gyn is so necessary, why don't women at
Trinity make regular visits to those doctors in the
Hartford area? We can certainly hypothesize many
reasons for this failure. First of all a Gyn is very
frightening to a young woman who has never before
made a visit. Many of us are ignorant and ashamed of
our sexuality, as it is still a taboo topic, carrying with it
fear, guilt andembarassment. Another possible reason
for not visiting a Gyn is the expense involved. Many
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•women d« not want to go to a public clinic, for they are
often impersonal and fail to provide continuity <rfservice for a women generally sees a different doctor
each time. A visit to a private gynecologist may cost
between 28 to 30 dollars. Then there is also the problem
of time: it can take two to three weeks to schedule an
appointment with a Gyn that does not conflict with
either classes or doctor's hours. Besides which there is
the added difficulty of transportation. And most im- '
portantly many women do not realize they should see a
gynecologist at least once a year!
Another common argument against having a
gynecologist on campus is that she would only serve
one section of the college community--women. -But
people do not realize that it is possible to get an internist, an M.D. who may also act as a GYN. and
therefore fulfills all medical needs.
Others may argue that it is not the college's
responsibility to provide such a service. However,
neither is it the college's responsibility to- provide
college counselors or draft counselling. But these
services do exist here at Trinity for they help students
overcome certain problems. All the more, a GYN is
needed to treat the specific medical problems of all
women, some of which are intimately tied to their
relationships with men. No one can argue that unprotected intercourse is taking place on this campus.
Certainly, easy dispension of birth control would help
to cut. down the rather large number of pregnancies
here. This does not mean to promote sexual
promiscuity but instead to make available, contraceptives to those who need them.
How do other colleges handle this situation? As noted
in the Philadelphia Inquirer, Swarthmore, a school of
comparable size and sex ratio, has a full-time
gynecologist who treats 12 to 20 of its 520 women daily.
The Inquirer goes on to say, "At Bryn Mawr College,
where 860 women undergraduates are enrolled. 60
percent, of the medical attention at the campus health
center goes to gynecology." Wesleyan's school doctor
is both an M.D. a'nd GYN handling all common medical
problems. Other colleges such as: Smith, Conn.
College, Kirldand, Tufts, Hampshire, Williams, and
Princeton all provide some sort of gynecological
servicesTranging'fr'o'm i Tull-time'GYN to oh campus
clinics. It should happen here.-

• ' ,
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More Letters

'pleasure'

To the Editor:
I am writing this letter for several
of the strings in the third movement was a
bit sloppy. Even if such an observation reasons, but mainly to show my pleasure
To the Editor:
happens to be true, to be most impressed by over the elections of last week, Firstly, I
As Trinity's new Chief of Grounds and
that fact, even more to listen for such would like to formally concede my defeat'to
Equipment, I would like to ask the
mistakes as that, tends to inhibit our Paul Acampora and wish him the best
cooperation of the College Community in
positive appreciation of the rest of the work. during his stay on the Board of inquiry, as I
helping us to maintain the tradition of
Thus I object to such a mentality in the New am sure he will do a good job, Secondly I
beautiful campus grounds.
York Times reviews on aesthetic grounds. I wish to thank all who voted for me as it was
I realize that during a winter warm spell,
object to it in the Tripod as well on aesthetic a good feeling to find that so many had faith
such as occurred last week, students want to
grounds, but also on pedagogic and political in my ability (although I know there were
get out and play in the fresh air and sungrounds. The student dancers in question many strange reasons for their votes).
shine, Having a background in physical
are not professional dancers committed to Thirdly, I would like to thank my campaign
education and recreation; and agreeing
and prepared to be judged in the light of manager Curtis Jerdan who did a fine job in
with the college's philosophy that physical
standards of professional excellence. It is finding votes for me. Along with this I would
activity should be allowed on our grass
not difficult for me to suppose that some of like to thank my whole staff who stayed up
areas; I do not wish to make an issue of
the performers in December's concert many nights over cups of "coffee" planning
prohibiting this activity, However, those of
might be quite unprepared to undergo again our strategy. These people included the likes
us interested in ecology and well kept green
the public rebuke that Ms. Ashburn's review of Ed Pottier, Mike Gets, Davey Koncz and
areas do not like to see our green grass
embodied. In short, the review was of a sort Al Landry just to name a few. To whom all I
damaged.
to discourage rather than encourage the owe a great deal of thanks and appreciation
During a winter warm spell and in the
continuation of student performances, for their solid support and work. Lastly I
early spring the turf area surface thaws and
Second, the dance program, along with the would like to thank the campus, especially
this creates a muddy condition on top while To the Editor:
other art departments and the physical all who voted and counted the votes, for this
I write this letter in response to the review education department, is one of the few renewed my faith in a Campus that I felt had
the underground remains frozen. Repeated
traffic on this surface kills the grass and of the student dance concert by Jean Ash- programs at Trinity in which a public lost so much since I entered this school three
gives us muddy conditions, which are not burn published in the last issue of the Tripod display is offered of what those programs years ago. I believe this is a step towards
before Christmas. It would of course be produce. It is noteworthy that the programs rejuvination, even though there is so much
only an eyesore, but could be dangerous.
possible
to take up the specific remarks that mentioned tend to be controversial. When wrong with the non-existent social life and
I would simply ask that students be aware
of this problem and do their best to alleviate Ms. Ashburn made and indicate both those their public performances are judged so the student apathy towards the war and
with which I disagree on subjective grounds negatively, especially in the Tripod by one racism. I sincerely hope that all the
it.
as
well as those many that are demon- person and especially when the critical organizations on this Campus (i.e., TWO)
I would also like to ask your cooperation
concerning the problem of litter. There are strably false. But my real question concerns remarks are by no means correct, it offers will be inspired to do as fine a job as the MHplenty of trash barrels located on the not so much the specific statements as rather unfair ammunition to the program's BOG has done. In summing up my feelings
let me say that in a close election as this was
campus and I sure would like to see more of whether that kind of review belongs in a detractors.
(decided by only 10 votes), that instead of
the litter that appears on the grounds put college newspaper, in an environment in
which we are all supposedly committed to
My strong suspicion is that Ms. Ashburn feeling bitter, I can only feel good because it
into these barrels.
the personal development of each other had none of these intentions when she wrote
Sincerely rather than the personal destruction. To be the article. Nevertheless, the dangers need brought new breath into a dying Campus
Robert E. McGlone sure, the review was a rather good imitation to be pointed out, I think, if only as an an- and I can only hope more and more people
Chief of the sort of thing one finds in the New York tidote. I remember early in the year a will try to correct the lackings I have
mentioned. With this I again say thanks to
Grounds and Equipment Times
and Washington Post. I have my review of some student poetry reading by everyone, and hope to see a new interdoubts that such reviews belong in those Gigi Bradford, It was a bit effusive, personal Trinity come alive.
tabloids. I am far more dubious that they perhaps, but by concentrating on what was
Charles A. Shrene IV
belong in the Tripod, and I would like briefly excellent about the reading it tended to
to suggest some reasons why. In those encourage rather than discourage those and
To the Editor'.
'< • .
other young poets. Such might stand as a far
Last semester as many may remember, sophisticated reviews, as in Ms. Ashburn's, better standard for Tripod reviews-and
the
thrust
of
the
review
is
almost
always
the Experimental Planning Committee,
perhaps even for those in the New York
under the inspired leadership of Dr, Hyland, critical. What is good about the per- Times.
To the Editor:
formance
in
question
may
indeed
be
conducted the "Rationality and Its AlterI wish to sincerely thank the five hamRegards from Switzerland,
natives" lecture series. Because of the mentioned, but it tends to be passed over
burgers
who had enough faith in humanity
widespread interest in the program,,the ratherquickly as what was to be expected in
Drew A. Hyland
and enough sincerity to vote for the person
committee hopes to continue it through the any case. The core of the review, in which
Department
of
Philosophy
they felt would best fill the position of second
Trinity Term. We are now soliciting papers the reviewer's qualifications as an expert
alternate on the Academic Dishonesty
fifteen to twenty pages in length from all get exhibited, is the part in which the faults
(Editor's Note: We're printing everybody Appeals Board.
, '•
members of the college community. The of the performance are pointed out and
I commend the honesty and sense of
topic for discussion will be "The Self", discussed. Such a mentality--and it quickly who wrote to us this week regardless of the
which can hopefully be approached with becomes a mentality-teaches us that length of their letter. That's because we're fairplay or my adversaries: George
equal dexterity from all fields of study. genuine sensitivity is always critical rather basically nice guys. But in the future.-- and McGovern, Mr. Vitamin, and Elkhart, and
Students as well as faculty are invited to than appreciative. It is the kind of mentality be warned- letters should be no longer than wish them good luck at all their future enparticipate as lecturers or panel discussion that leads us to respond to an otherwise 450 words and should have a word count on deavors.
them. And also please address to "To the
AlexTrockler
leaders. Past speakers, too, are encouraged moving performance of, say, Sibelius' Editor"
or else expect to have it changed to P.S. Mrs. Johnson, I am no failure.
Second Symphony, by noting that the entry
to once again take part.
that form. 'Nuff said.)
A.T.

'dangerous'

Dr, Miller of the Physics Department and
I shall be cochairing the committee for the
coming semester. We would appreciate
anyone interested in the series getting in
touch with us at their earliest convenience
so that we may begin to schedule the
program. Our tentative starting date is midFebruary; the lectures ought to continue
through May.
This has proved to be an excellent opportunity for members of the college to meet
informally, discuss differences of opinion,
and bare teeth in reasonably good
fellowship. We can give ourselves much to
look forward to with the continuation of the
series.
Yours Respectfully,
Stephen Fischer

'standard9

'the self

'success'

1 •

Announcements
12 College

Interdisciplinary

Applications for the 12-College Exchange for
1973-74 are available in the Office of
Educational Services, Applications from
present sophomores who wish to spend their
full junior year on exchange are preferred but
oihers may apply, Applications are due, in the
Office of Educational Services no later than
Thursday, T February 1973. All applications,
even those for only the second term of 1973-74,
are clue then, Ohor about Monday, 12 February
1973, each applicant Will know whether he or
she can be accommodated for exchange at the
college of his or her first choice.

Aliens
James E, Smith, District Director ofthe•
Immigration, and Naturalization Service for
Connecticut, said today that the annual Alien
Address Report Program is again under way,
All aliens admittedfor permanent residence
who have hot yet been naturalized, and aliens
in the United States temporarily must-report
their addresses. The only exceptions are: noncitizens in diplomatic status, and foreign
representatives of international organizations
y of which the United States Is a member, such as
the United: Nations;

.-;.• „., ; •':•'".•

;

The immigfafiori official pointed out that the
address reports are required by law, and
willful failure to comply with this requirement
may lead to serious consequences.' Forms with
which to make the reports are available at all
post
offices
and. immigration .and
:
Naturalization Service Offices.
•••: •
Smith added trained personnel will be on
hand in all offices of the Immigration and'
Naturalization Service to answer any,questions
that aliens may have regarding; Immigration
and naturalization matters, Sufficient trained
personnel are not available:,to furnish this
assistance in all post offices/ he said. >.

Students wishing Curriculum Committee
action during this term on their proposals for
Individual interdisciplinary majors should
consult with Dean Winslow by February 16.
Proposals are due to the Curriculum Committee before March 1,1973. Descriptions of the
procedure and requirements appear on p. 13 of
the Catalogue and on pages 58-59 of the Handbook.

The'Self
. The Experimental planning Committee is
soliciting papers fifteen to twenty pages In
length to be presented before the college
community in a program similar to last
semester's "Rationality And Its Alternatives"
series. The topic has been changed to "The
Self"; students and faculty of all disciplines
are encouraged to participate as speakers or
panel discussion leaders. Dr. Charles Miller
and Stephen Fischer, have succeeded Dr,
Hyland, who is currently on sabbatical; as cochairmen. All interested people are requested
to contact either of them as soon as .possible.

•' ISew Course
The Graduate Division of Saint Joseph
College, West Hartford, will offer a second
semester course in the theology of death and
penance beginning Monday, January 22.
"Thanatology-Penance" (Rel.St. 545) has;
been designed: f o r doctors; nurses, clergy,
religious orders, and others interested in this
subject. The: course will examine death in
relationship to baptism, the Cross, the Lord's
supper, sex, love, war and the drug culture.
Attention will also be given to the sacrament of.'.
death, the theology of Christ's death, basic

fears of death, the nature of grief and dealing
with the terminally ill,
Taught by the Rev. James P. McGlone, M.A.,
of LaSalette Missionaries, "ThanatologyPenance" will be given Monday evenings, 6:459; 15 p.m. His course also takes into account the
theology of conversion, penance, confession,
the relationship between confession, baptism
and the Lord's supper.
Registration for graduate second semester
courses is January 2-5, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Evening registration is Jan. 3 and 4 only, 6:308:30 p.m. in Office of the Graduate Dean. For
further information phone 232-4571, Ext. 261.

Book Drive
Trinity College of Quezon City, Trinity's
sister school in the Philippines, is in desperate
need of textbooks to augment its presently
meagre library. Students too poor, to purchase
texts depend solely upon the library's stock of
12,000, frequently outdated, books. T.C.Q.C.
students would greatly appreciate any books,
from science to fiction, though there is a
special need for recent texts from the social
sciences, chemistry, math, and physics.
Donated books can be dropped off at Mather
Hall front desk from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Wednesday through next Tuesday.

Philippines

Projects through the Open Semester option
may be proposed by students Interested in a
term of study under the auspices of Trinity
College in Quezon City, the Philippines. The
academic term there is late June through early
November, and this period would replace the
Christmas Term at Trinity College. Those
interested should contact Dean Winslow o(o) Tj-0.192 Tw-0.396 Tc( anTj1.263 Tw0.165 Tc( th) T
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Targum Crossword
1

2

11

3

By EDWARD JULIUS

12

ACR0S5
1. Fictional Captain
5. Decrees
10. Price
l't. Ameche Role

11*
1?

27.

15. Meat Jelly
16. And Others (abbr.)
1?. HiSB Fitzgerald
18. Beyond Usual Limit
19. Throw
20. Rod
22. Geometric Figure
2k. Terra
26.
Pao

1

20

26

29

35

DOWN
1 . Burrows a n d F o L t a s
2 . Succor
3. Therei 3 p .
4. Woman'3 Name
5. Bad Tennis Serves
6. Small Landiriass
7. F i t t i n g
Make Weary
9 Onion
10 Of the Back of the Eye
11 On

12 Soviet Hews Agency
13 In Addition
21 Carrying Out
Set Aside (2 wds. )
23 Cover
Foreigner
25 Type of Payment
Accounting Term
27
Dolorosa
Late Oolf Great
28 Mrs. Krstmden
Spanish Aunt
29 Pope' s Crown
Relevant
31 At a Distance
Cistern
32
and Fields
Light Tan
33 Pile Up
Impecunious
34 Luxury Vessel
Former Yankee
36 Amphibian
Designate Again
u New Testament Letters
A Craving
4l..Group Characteristics
At Bats
44. Seized and Held
Shout of Joy'
47. Loud and Disorderly
In Proportion (2 wds.)49- Health Resort
Mean Coward
50. Barons
Highway Part
53. Highly Skilled
Measure of Light
54-. Private School
Sundry Assortment
55. Sexual Crime
Fencing Sword
56. Portent
Tr'oup Encampment
57. Car
On Top of
59> Mountain Range
Await Decision
60. Violent Disorder
Types
61. Puts On
High-speed Jets6H-. Damage

27. Velvety Singer

30.

35.

36.
37.
38.
39.
42.
U3.
45.
46.
1+8.
50..
51.
52*.
51*.
58.
62.
63.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

~
1*8

55 56

59

*0

6l

52
56
69

SLJCULXOT

The first person to finish the
Targum
crossword
puzzle
correctly each week, and mailit to
the TRIPOD, Box 1310, will win a
one dollar prize. Please put the
time of mailing on the envelope.

S

Community Involvement Notices
The following are among the many having problems in Algebra II.
Contact person: Mrs. William Cieri - 247possible volunteer openings for students. If
you feel that you can contribute just a few 3457 - 195 Fairfield Avenue.
hours each week to helping someone else, Project Turn On. Church of the Good
contact either Ivan Backer in McCook 326 or Shepherd
Sara Laden in Seabury 49 or Smith 201 (246Project Turn On is a creative arts,
9501). Now, is also the time to start planning educational and recreational program for
open semesters and independent studies for children and adults of the Sheldon Oak,
next year. If the items listed here and in the Martin Luther King Jr., and Dutch Point
following weeks aren't what you have in communities in the South End of Hartford.
mind, come and discuss your own ideas with Activities consist of dance, drama, cooking,
us. Chances are we can offer you the type of k sewing, photography, art, arts and crafts,
volunteer work you're interested in, and if < and creative writing. The program for
we can't, we'll try to get you in contact with i children is now daily from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
someone who can.
and adult classes are held in the morning
Barbour School Science Center
and evening. Anyone interested in volunThis Science Center for fourth to sixth teering to work in any of the activities listed
grade students has been established at can contact John Dubois or John Francisco
Barbour School. This small Center will at the Church of the Good Shepherd, 525concentrate on self-directed activities 4289.
dealing with experiments in general applied School in the Community, West Hartford
The West Hartford School System has
science. Resource persons are being sought
to supervise the Science Center. A com- initiated a program of placing high school
bination of Mr. Wizard and librarian is students in various work opportunities in the
desireable, with an emphasis on stimulating community to give them an opportunity to
the interest of younger children in scientific explore various career options. This is an
inquiry. Six to twelve children will use the innovative concept of joining the schools and
Science Center at one time and volunteers community institutions in a joint venture of
are needed during the school day and could educating high school youth. Opportunities
volunteer for either morning or afternoon for college students exist to work at the
Community Learning Centers or to work
periods. .
Contact person at Barbour School: Allan with students, counseling them in choices
!
for placement and in supervision of their
Osborn 522-0166, .
,
Weaver High School External Alternate fieldwprk. This opportunity lends itself to
independent study and open semester
Learning Center
This center for twenty-five high • school placement.
Contact person: Dennis Reilly 233-8281.
students who have difficulty making .it in the
large high school structure needs college Higher Horizons, Hartford Public High
students. Work would consist of both School
High school students with good potential
working with high school students on a oneto-one basis and sometimes in a group. who are-not" achieving or working at their
Tutoring in reading and math is needed but optimum level have an opportunity to catch
there is also opportunity for sharing a hobby up in the Higher Horizons program. Tutors
such as photography, etc., with the students are needed to work within normal school
which can be counted as one of their elective hours in this program at Hartford Public
High School.
subjects.
Contact person: John Benedetto, 525-1971.
Contact person: Gordon Smith 566-6398
Tutor for Bulkeley IJigh School Freshman New England Farm Workers Council
The New England Farm Workers Council
A tutor js needed for a; fourteen year old
boy who is generally a good student but works with the migrant workers in Con-

»
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necticut who are mainly Spanish speaking
from Puerto Rico. Among other activities,
the Farm Workers' Council provides instruction in English to the farm workers in
such areas as drivers' education, legal
education, health education and consumer
education. Classes are held twice a week in
the evening between seven and. nine.
Transportation to Windsor Locks would be
needed.
This volunteer opportunity could be
structured into an independent study or
open semester.
Contact person: Sandy Shapleigh, Deputy
Director, Farm Workers' Council, 3502 Main
Street, Springfield, Mass. 413-736-4525.
Hartford Tutors' Training
The Hartford Tutorial Development
Committee will offer four sessions in
training math and reading tutor techniques
EDUCATION
Teach in Latin America, the Eastern
Caribbean, Thailand, Malaysia, Africa, the
Pacific Islands, Jamaica.., or 42 other
countries. Positions open also here in the
U.S. The choice is yours. If you are a
qualified teacher or will be soon, the Peace
Corps and VISTA need you.1 Contact:
Theresa Martin Division of Minority Affairs, 90 Church Street, N.Y. 212 264 7T24

s
,.•.• »""»

YOUTH FARES
TOEUROPE
of any scheduled airline
Fly Icelandic's Daily Scheduled
Jets From New York To Luxembourg In The Heart Of Europe.

round-trip jet

YOUTH MRf.
Ages 12 thru 25. Show proof of
age. Add $10 each way for Peak
Season departures eastbound
June 20 thru July 25 and westbound July 20 thru Aug 3 1 .
Good for overseas stays of up
to a year.

M A P
BUSINESS
Use your skills in Latin America, Fiji,
Jamaica, Africa or here in the U.S. Gain
va<uable experience setting up coops,
corporations credit unions. Conduct
marketing and labor surveys. Establish
long range economic goals at all levels of
government. Teach production marketing,
etc. The Peace Corps and VISTA need you..
Contact: Theresa Martin, Division of
Minority Recruitment, 90 Church Street, 512
264 7124
COLLEGE GRADUATES, •
Collt>qe_ graduates, wanted in Latin
America', < Afrjca, Asia, the Caribbean.
Agriculture, health, teaching and com
rnunity development positions open here
nhd abroad. The choice is yours in the
Peace Corps and VISTA. Contact: Theresa.
Martin, Division of Minority Recruitment,
90 Church Street, N.Y.C. 212 264 7124

•»

vi

round-trip jet

* • » STOHff fARf,
Ages 2 6 thru 29. Show proof of
age and enrollment in bona fide
school. Add $10 each way for
Peak Season departures eastbound June 1 thru Aug 31 and
westbound July 1 thru Sept 30.
Good for overseas stays of up
to a year.

TOOTH

?Ate.

Ages 12 thru 25. Show proof of
age. No extra charges. For
youths wishing to remain overseas more than a year, this fare
is an exclusive with Icelandic
and is less than half the comparable one-way fare of any
other scheduled airline.
To: Icelandic Airlines
630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585
Send folder CN on Youth; Studsnt
Fares to Europe.

t

S
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to all interested persons on the following
evenings from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Tuesday,
February 6,13, 27 and March 6 at the West
Middle School, 927 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut. All tutors and interested
persons are welcome. Call 566-6868 to
register for the training.
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Announcements RA Applications Open
Maritime
There are vacancies for this term in the
American Maritime Experience Program (see
page 48 of the Catalogue) under the Intensive
Study Program (Option A) and through a
modified version (Option B).
Option A
1, American Maritime History: 1600 to the
Present will meet aia seminar twite a week on
the Trinity campus from 17 January through 16
March 1973. Additional research work will be
required at Mystic Seaport after Spring
vacation. Credit for 1 required history seminar
.will be given for successful completion of this
seminar. 2 course credits.
2, Anglo-American Literature of the Sea
will meet as a lecture course three times a
week on the Trinity campus from 17 January
through 16 March. This course will be completed before Spring vacation. 1 course credit.
3, The Independent Study Project will be
carried out while in residence at Mystic
Seaport from 2 April through 9 May. 1 course
credit.

JHEAR MORATH PLAY SCOTT JOPLIN!

Option B
This is available to those interested in the
seminar and/or the lecture course but who do
not wish to live at Mystic after Spring vacation.
American Maritime History. 1600 to the
Present will meet as stated in option A but will
conclude on 16 March 1973. 1 course credit. This
seminar may count as either a junior or senior
seminar in the history major.
Anglo-American Literature of the Sea will
meet as stated in option A. 1 course credit.
Students who wish to enroll for the seminar
and/or the lecture course but not the independent project in Mystic will complete their
course work in these areas by Spring vacation.
Since students normally enroll for 4 or 5
courses, under option B they may include
Maritime History and/or
Anglo-American
Literature of the Sea as 1 or 2 of this regular
complement of courses.
Students interested in either option are asked
to contact Professor Edward W. Sloan as soon
as possible but no later than Thursday, 21
December 1972. His offices are in Seabury IE
and you can call him there (527-3151, Ext. 203)
or at home (677-9460),

Parapsych
There will be a meeting this Wednesday,
January 24th, of the Trinity Parapsychological
Research Group. The meeting will be held at
7:30 p.m. in Alumni Lounge, Topics of
discussion include the phenomena of astral
projection. All members and interested persons are encouraged to attend.

HARTFORD

SAT. FEB. 3-8:15 P.M.
M A X M 0 R A T II
i i l l hi1 turn of I ho
iTiiUin
viiHtimi 1 i'ri\
• Tickets <H Box Office or by mail. Prices.1'
lorch, & 1st Bal. 5.-1.5O, S4, S3.50V2nd Bal.<
152.50, S2. Please mnko chocks payable a
I mail with self addressed stamped envelope;
>to: BU5HNELL MEMORIAL, Box 0 , '
Station A, Hartford, Conn. 06106

Help
Wawtedi
Married
couples with or without children
to babysit in private.. hmrtes
while parents vacatioru Call
Vacation Sitter Services Inc.
666-3584 or 666-1047.
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• Preparation lor tests required for
admtdion to graduate and professional schools
' S i x and twelve session courses
* Small groups
•Voluminousmaterial for home study
prepared by experts in each field
* Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of on* week
•Opportunity-for review of past
lessons via tape at the center

Special Compact Courts* during
WMkmtds - Intantmiona
Summer SWMOIW

STANLEY H.KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
l«niH11t«SlrwB>«riil«n. N V Htmm

1212) 3M-S300
(5161 534-4565
D»VS, EV1NINOJ. WE IKENDS

Blanches in Major C i t i a i in U.S.A.
Til I W O T V SCIMHI ml* l»» Nafiofl v4r Rtpuulvm

categories: 1 > to advise on personal as well
as academic problems and provide information and 2) to assist in the administration of the residence halls.
The R.A.'s duties will be explained more
specifically at the special meetings.
The selection of the R.A.'s will be made by
a committee chaired by the Associate Dean
for Community Life, Ellen Mulqueen.
The R.A.'s will be chosen for their intellectual interests and capacities,
academic interest, ability to relate well with
peers, maturity, responsibility, knowledge
of curriculum and academic opportunities
afforded by Trinity, knowledge of College
affairs and activities and organization,
knowledge of the Hartford area, ability to
communicate clearly with administration
and faculty, general ability and capacity to
get the R.A.'s job done well, general interest
in being an R.A., and willingness to restrict
extracurricular and off campus activities in
order to fulfill R.A. responsibilities.
Members of the college who know of
undergraduates who would serve well as
R.A.'s are invited to submit their names to
Ellen Mulqueen.

Weicker Backs Shield Law
WASHINGTON - Charging that "news reporters who do not want to reveal news
source protection is not a newsman's sources and unpublished source materials.
His "News Media Source Protection Act"
privilege, but the public's Constitutional
right," Sen. Lowell P. Weicker, Jr. (R- would bar "fishing expeditions" by any
Conn.) has introduced legislation to protect . Federal grand jury, agency, department or
commission. It also protects unpublished
information in a reporter's notebook or tape
WINTER BICYCLE
recorder.
Weicker said his measure provides
OVERHAUL
"absolute" protection except in open court.
Disclosure of sources could be compelled
i
only in cases of murder, forcible rape,
aggravated assault, kidnapping, airline
hijacking, proven breaches of national
Thru Feb. 15th
security or when the prosecution establishes
that uncovering the source would provide
COMPLETE OVERHAUL:
essential evidence that-cannot be found
otherwise.
* Tighten Spokes
His bill would grant immediate appeal
* Straighten Both Wheels
should a trial judge rule that a newsman has
* Clean & Grease Both Hubs
to reveal his sources.
Weicker said the "chipping away" of First >
* Adjust Brakes & Gears
Amendment
guarantees "is not a matter of ;
* Oil-Clean & Grease
parochial concern. It entails fixing in un- :
& Tune-up Complete Bicycle
mistakable terms a Constitutional intent
that is under challenge. When you start
Reg. $29.95
talking about infringements of that
document, you're not talking about narrow
Plus
legalisms -- you're talking about giving up a
Parts
little more of your liberty as a free
American."
„
BLOOMFIELD BICYCLE
Weicker's endorsement of "shield laws
puts him in opposition with the titular head
and REPAIR SHOP
of the Connecticut Republican party ••
5 Seneca Rd. Blfd.
Governor Thomas J. Meskill, who is opTel. 242-9884
posed to such protection of newsmen.

Vi PRICE NOW!

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?
Adoption Services, Pregnancy Testing, Etc. . . .

CALL:
National Family Planning
Council, Ltd.

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NATL. BDS.

The applications for posts as Resident
Assistai 3 for the 1973-1974 school year are
due Fe»:i J u ;> These positions are open to
all freshmen, sophomores, and juniors.
There will be special meetings on Wed.,
Jan. 24, Thurs.. Jan. 25, and Mon., Jan 29, at
7:00 p.m. in the Wean Lounge for those who
are interested. Interviews will be held Feb.
19 - March 2 and the candidates will be
notified of the decision on March 9.
According to College spokesmen, the
purpose of the R.A.'s is to help undergraduates accomplish academic, intellectual, and personal objectives which
are consonant with the educational purposes of the college. The program is based
upon the assumption that certain students
can help make (he educational and personal
experience of other students more interesting and more rewarding.
The R.A.'s receive $500 annually and live
in college residences. They are assigned
twenty to forty undergraduates for whom
they are specifically responsible, but they
should consider themselves available to the
whole student body.
The R.A.'s duties fall into two major

HARTFORD

N0W$

SI'.N. JAN.28-8:15P.M.
M A R C E L
M A R C E A U
World's(It'i'alest Mim
TickOts: Orch. & 1st B a l . 55.50, S5, S4 ; 2nd
B,it I. S3. Now at Box Of lice (10- 5 D a i l y ) . Tol.
2-16-6807.

REGAL NOTES
UNDCRSTAND PLAYS, NOVEL5 AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
We're new and we're the bigest 1 Thousands of
topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, buf Anthropology, Art, Black Studies, Ecology, Economici,
Education, History, Law, Music,
Philosophy, Political Scidnce, Psychology,
Religion, Science, Sociology ond Urhon Problems. Send S2 for your catalog of topics available,
REGAL NOTES
3140 " O " Street, N.W.
Washington, D, C, 20007
Telephone: 202-333-0201

14"

ABORTION
INFORMATION
ABORTION GUIDANCE
An Abortion can be arranged within 24
hours and you can return home the same day you leave I

CALL TOLL FREE

(800)523-4436
A Non-Proflt Organization
optn 7 d«yi i week

SINCERE and dedicated YOUNG PEOPLE are seriously interested in the study of the Bible*
HOW ABOUT YOU?
This grand Book is rich in historical, poetical
and prophetical literature. The NOW Book*
It is the most fascinating Book in the world.
Untap this precious mine of knowledge and
-wisdom given by God to man to your benefit.
ENROLL NOW IN THE BIBLE TRUTH CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE
Ask us to s.end you our list of Bible Studies
and from it choose the subject that interestes
you most. Write to:
Millennial Bible Students'Church, 30? White
(FREE)
Street, Hartford, Conn. 06106 (FREE)

FALL SEMESTER - ISRAEL
Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Study in Jerusalem/July-December, 1973
(43 students from 22 universities in 1972)
Juniors and Seniors eligible
Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits
Cost: $1850/tuition, room, board
Financial Aid available
Application deadline March 1st
. For information write:
The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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Where To Find Missing Students
In TTie U.S. Allen, John K., 74, 189 Frederick Street,
Peekskill, New York 10566. Berklee College
of Music, 1140 Boylston Street, Boston-,
Massachusetts 02215.
Crandall, Steven J., '74, R.F.D. 1, Windward Drive, Westerly, Rhode Island 02891.
University of Southern California, Box 303,
1015 West 34th Street, Los Angeles,
California 90007.

In Rome
Allen, Mary Ann, '75 - WHEATON (Ex.),
110 Shadburn Ferry Road, Buford, Georgia
30518.
Amodio, Debra L., '73 - MARYMOUNT,
111 Oakwood Drive, New Britain, Conn.
06052
Ashley, Richard L., '76,15 West Northern
Parkway, Baltimore, Maryland 21210
Baird, Alice R. T., 74 - COLBY, 1101
Hopeton Road, Wilmington, Delaware 19807
Baker, Christine M., '74 - WELLESLEY,
1128 Woodsedge Road, Dover, Delaware
19901
Bassett, Brooke, '75, 224-22nd Street,
Santa Monica, California 90402
Cardell, Victor T., '73, 94 Stillman Road,
Wethersfield, Conn. 06109
Cohen, Joseph S., '75, 51 Jordt Street,
Manchester, Conn. 06040
Conner, Thomas, III, '75 - WASHINGTON
& LEE, 3186 Chateau Court, Atlanta,
Georgia 30305
DeLucia, Ralph F., '76, 26 Richard Drive,
Hamden, Conn. 06514

Ferns, William J., '75, 642 Robert Street,
Lehr, John F., Jr., '74, Hastings Lane, Old
Ridgewood, New Jersey 07450. Berklee Lyme, Connecticut 06371. Story House,
College of Music, 1140 Boylston Street, CMC, Claremont Men's College, Claremont,
Boston, Massachusetts 02215.
California 91711.
Fowle, Katharine L., '74, 280 Ridgeview
Schumer, Robert A., '74, 470 West End
Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. Avenue, New York, New York 10024.
U.C.L.A., Box 126, Sprout Hill, 350 DeNeve (University of Oregon), 547 East 14th Street,
Drive, Los Angeles, California 90024.
No. 6, Eugene, Oregon 97401.

Van Itallie, Christina M., 74, 256
Lydecker Street, Englewood, New Jersey
07631. University of Washington, Lander
Hall, HL-10, Seattle, Washington 98105.

Dodge, Dorothy V., '74 - SKIDMORE, 1836
Elizabeth Place, Jacksonville, Florida 32205
Frazer, Barbara, '74, Meyersville Road,
Green Village, New Jersey 07935
Gonzalez, Somia, '75, 11-41 F.D.R. Drive,
Apt. 7-H, New York, New York 10009
Gould, Elizabeth J., '73 - SKIDMORE, 24
Coolidge Avenue, Lexington, Massachusetts
02173
Gould, John W., '75, 22 Elm Street,
Baldwinville, Massachusetts 01436
Harris, Catherine, '74, Quail Road,
Greenwich, Conn. 06830
Harris, Susan A., '74 - MT. HOLYOKE,
3103 Missile Road, San Antonio, Texas 78217
Harris, William B., '73
328 South Linden Avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15208
Hirsch, Janet L., '75, 605 Cooke Street,
Waterbury, Conn. 06710
Holliday, Ellen G., '74 - MT. HOLYOKE,
Armonk Road, R.F.D. #3, Mt. Kisco, New
York 10549
Jans, Candace M., '74, Box 958 (Tonset
Road), Orleans, Massachusetts 02653

Jill, Jacqueline R., 74-ST. JOSEPH, 169
Roosevelt Avenue, Torrington, Conn. 06790
Larson, Arthur E., '74, 60 Brook Lane,
Cheshire, Conn. 06410
Lokey, Ann M., '74 - WELLESLEY (Ex.),
737 Woodward Way, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia
30327
McKay, Bruce W., 76, Old Westfield
Road, Russell, Massachusetts 01071
Moevs, Marina, '77 - MT. HOLYOKE,
Blackwell's Mills, Belle Mead, New Jersey
08502
O'Connell, Patrick J., '75, 10 Stuyvesant
Oval, New York, New York 10009
Parzych, Cynthia M., '73, 149 Bingham
Street, New Britain, Conn.' 06051
Russell, Robert E., '74, 72 Spruce Street,
Winchendon, Massachusetts 01475
Sarubbi, Nancy J., '73, 50 Sunset Road,
Newington, Conn. 06111
Sauer, Jonathan C, '73, 504 East Market
Street, Washington Court House, Ohio 43160
Schoenfeld, Nancy A., '74 - U. OF VERMONT, 35 East 84th Street, New York, New
York 10028

Schreiber, Edward G., 75, 2726 Losantiridge Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45213
Shaker, Elizabeth H., 74 - MT.
HOLYOKE, 501 Holmes Road, Pittsfield,
Massachusetts 01201
Southworth, Ti'Maum, 75, Box 338, Jarvis
236, Trinity College, Hartford
Stone, Wendy L., 75, 2 Ria Drive, White
Plains, New York 10605
Vieira, James A,, 76, 77 Mill Road,
Falmouth, Massachusetts 02540
Wanner, LueindaD., 74-MT. HOLYOKE,
Fox Hill Road, Woodbridge, Conn. 06575
Wesley, John J., 75, Union City Road,
Prospect, Conn. 06712
Yatzkan, Amy, 74, 5550 Raleigh Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15217
Young, Margaret J., 76, 324 South Third
Avenue, Mt. Vernon, New York 10550
Trinity College/Rome Campus, Clivo dei
Publicii, 2, 00253 Roma, ITALY, Telephone:
574-2000

Middletown, Connecticut 06457.
McEleney, Brian R., '74, 37 Travis Road,
Natick, Massachusetts 01760. The Eugene
O'Neill Theatre Center, 305 Great Neck
Road, Waterford, Connecticut 06385.
(Connecticut College).
Merritt, Susan E., '74, Rt. 3, Burr Road,
St. Charles, Illinois 60174. Box 543, Wesleyan
Station, Wesleyan University, Middletown,
Connecticut 06457.
Moye, Michelle, '74, 5565 Netherland
Avenue, Bronx, New York 10471. Franklin
King House, Smith College, Northampton,
Massachusetts 01060.
Newman, Stephen L., '74, 352 Juniper
Street, Freeland, Pennsylvania. Box 87,
Freeland Hall, Wellesley College,"
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181.
Noon, Theodore P., '74, 168 Cushing
Street, Hingham, Massachusetts 02043.
Wesley House, Smith College, Northampton,
Massachusetts 01060
O'Malley, R. Kevin, 73, 2 Harvard Street,
Holyoke, Massachusetts 01040, Mount
Holyoke
College,
South
Hadley,
Massachusetts 01075
Pearlstein, Steven R., '73, 92 Arlington
Road, Brookline, Massachusetts 02167.
Sessions Annex, Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts 01060.

Rosenfield, Joshua T., 74,714 Ladd Road,
Bronx, New York 10471. Tyler House,
Williams
College,
Williamstown,
Massachusetts 01267.
Schultz, Richard W., 74, 8 Knoll Street,
Riverside, Connecticut 06878. Wesleyan
University, Middletown, Connecticut 06457.
Small, Sandra, 74, 65 Ann's Lane,
Hampton, New Hampshire 03842. Eleanor
Duckett House, Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts 01060.
Taylor, David T., 74, 44 Holden Street,
Worcester, Massachusetts 01605. Box 1828,
Wheaton- College, Norton, Massachusetts
02766.
Walker, Robert S., 74,4767 Akron-Medina
Road, Akron, Ohio 44321. Mount Holyoke
College, South Hadley, Massachusetts 01075
Williams, JoAnne, 73, Douglas Road,
New Vernon, New Jersey 07976. 302 South
Topliff, Hinman Box 2752, Dartmouth
College, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755.
Yerkes, David J., 74, 36 Foothills Way,
Bloomfjeld, Connecticut 06002. Wesley
House, Smith College, Northampton,
Massachusetts 01060.
Zivin, Mark A., '73, 969 Wildwood Lane,
Highland Park, Illinois 60035. Smith College,
Northampton, Massachusetts 01060

Kahn, Bruce M., 74, 4432 Park Avenue,
Memphis, Tennessee 38117. (Institute for
American Universities), Red House, London
Road, Canterbury, Kent, ENGLAND.
McMullen, Susan, 74, 60 Dorset Lane,
Farmingtpn, Connecticut 06032. (Tufts in*
London Program), c/o'Mme. Pichard
DuPage, 179 Bid. St. Germain, Paris 7e,
FRANCE.
Miller, William V., 74, 8 Cedarhill Road,
Huntington, Connecticut 06484. Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies,
Via Ulisse Seni, 2, 1-00153, Rome, ITALY.
Morgan, James S., 74,145 Hewett Road,
Wyncote, Pennsylvania 19095. Institute of
European Studies in Paris, 77, rue
Daguerre, 75014 Paris, FRANCE,
Oliver, Margaret A., 74, Box 393,
Ivoryton, Connecticut 06442. (University of
St. Andrews) Churchill House, 20 St. Albans
Road, Edinburgh, EH 9 2LU, SCOTLAND.
Post, Nathalie M., 74, Wilson Point, South
Norwalk, Connecticut 06854. Washburn
University Program, Copenhagen, DENMARK.
Rafferty, William L., 74, 1120 Fifth
Avenue, New York, New York 10028.
Wisconsin State U. Study in Africa, Haile
Sellassis I University, Addia Ababa,
ETHIOPIA.
Reif, Robin, 73, 1101 East 19th Street,
Brooklyn, New York 11230. Tufts in London
Program, The Reynolds Hotel, 41/42
Stanhope Gardens, London, S.W. 7,
ENGLAND.
Seltzer, David W., 74, 7530 Mountain
Avenue, Melrose Park, Pennsylvania 19126.
Beaver and Franklin & MarshaE Program.
University of Surrey, 3 Rectory Place,

Portsmouth Rd., Guildford, Surrey,
ENGLAND.
Seronde, Doree A., 74, Red Acre Road,
Stow, Massachusetts 01774. (L'Academie),
chez la Comtesse de La Seigliere, 4, rue
Villaret de> Joyeuse, Paris 17 erne,
FRANCE.
Shipley, Beth A., 73,104 Delancey Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106. Washburn University Program, Copenhagen,
DENMARK.
Shutran, Richard T., 74, 193 Tremont
Street, New Britain, Connecticut 06051.
Rollins College Program, University of the
Andes, Bogota, COLUMBIA.
Simmons, Leslie S., 74, R.D., Ghent, New
York 12075. New York University at Madrid,
Sra, Msa. Uda. de Montealegre, General
Goded, 40, Madrid 4, SPAIN.
Tenney, Amy S., 74, 884 North Street,
White Plains, New York-10605. Beaver and
Franklin & Marshall Program, University
of SUrrey, 3 Rectory Place, Portsmouth Rd.,
Guildford, Surrey, ENGLAND.
Wertheimer, Janet S., 74, 42 Polo Road,
Great Neck, New York 11023. University of
Vermont Program in Nice, Residence de la
Baie des Anges, Chemin de Saint-Antoine, 06
- Nice, FRANCE,
Wolfram, Richard H., 74, 13928 Hughes
Lane, Dallas, Texas 75240. (Sweet Briar
Junior Year in France) c/o Peneau, 15 rue
de Prony, Paris 17, FRANCE.
Wright, William E., 74, 35 Sterling Road,
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181. (Institute
of European Studies in Durham), Hatfield
College, Durham, Durham County,
ENGLAND.

In The 12-Colleges
Adams, James W., '74, 5 Kennard Court,
St. Paul, Minnesota 55106. 444 Dennett
House, Williams College, Williamstown,
Massachusetts 01267.
Adrianowycz, Christine M., '74, 3318
Denison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44109. MV
Box 3, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine
04011.
Coons, Claire L., '74, 159 Preston Road,
Columbus,: Ohio 43209. Wood House,
Williams
College,
Williamstown,
Massachusetts 01267.
Graulty, M. LeVaun (Bell), '74, 826
Meredith Drive (Parents address), Media,
Pennsylvania 19063. (72 South Main St.,
Hanover, N.H.) Hinman Box 2839, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire
03755.
,
Gutman, Jane H., '74, 8350 Fisher Road,
Elkins Park, Pennsylvania 19063. 201A
Bissell, Hinman Box 2717, Dartmouth
College, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755.
Harris, Karen L., '74, 7001 Hunt Club
Lane, Richmond, Virginia 23228. Box 544,
Wesleyan Station, Wesleyan University,
Middletown, Connecticut 06457.
Hastings, Mark W., '73, 50 Leonard
Crescent, Penfield, New York 14526. Connecticut College, New London, Connecticut
06320.

Hawkins, Cynthia J., '74, 9 Brookside
Drive, Darien, Connecticut 06820. The
Eugene O'Neill Theatre Center, 305 Great
Neck Road, Waterford, Connecticut 06385
(Connecticut College).
Heiderich, Edward W., '74, 1306 Oberlin
Road, Wilmington, Delaware 19803.
Freeman Hall, Wellesley College,
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181.
Holden, Sonia P., '75, Cascade Road, New
Canaan, Connecticut 06840. Smith College,
Northampton, Massachusetts 01060.
Jacobs, Linda S., '74, 65 Highwood Drive,
Manchester, Connecticut 06040. Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine 04011.
Jerome, E. Heidi, '74, 1010 Mt. Curve,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403. 5 Inn Annex
III, Williams College, Williamstown,
Massachusetts 01267.
Kinsella, Gary F., '74, 47 North Hillcrest
Road, Springfield, Pennsylvania 19064.
Wesley House, Smith College, Northampton,
Massachusetts 01060.
Leigh, Edward M., '74, 5205 Westwood
Drive, Washington, D. C. 20016. Sessions
Annex, Smith College, Northampton,
Massachusetts 01060.
Martin, Elizabeth R., '74, Gabriele Drive,
East Norwich, New York 11732. Box 546,
Wesleyan Station, Wesleyan University,

In The World
Asher, Caroline D., 74, 5417 Falmouth
Road, Washington, D. C. 20016. Occasional
Student, The University of Exeter, The
Queen's Drive, Exeter EX 4 4QJ,
ENGLAND.
Baillet, Susan D., 74, 3045 Normandy,
Evanston, Illinois 60201. Institute of
European Studies in Durham, St. Mary's
College, Durham, County Durham,
ENGLAND,
Balian, Juliet, 74,155 Warrenton Avenue,
Hartford, Connecticut 06105. University of
Vermont Program in Nice, Residence de la
Baie des Anges, Chemin de Saint-Antoine, 06
- Nice, FRANCE.
Barrett, Peter, 74, Box 532, McCarty
Drive, R.R. 1, Furlong, Pennsylvania 18925.
Wesleyan Program in Germany, 1/8/733/20/73: c/o Goethe-Institut, 1 Berlin 15,
Knesebeckstr. 38-49, WEST GERMANY.
after 3/20/73; c/o Prof. Herbert Arnold, 53
Bonn, Schumannstr. 84, WEST GERMANY.
Bartlett, Gregory "A., 74, 35 Black Duck
Road, Concord, Massachusetts 01742.
Beaver and Franklin & Marshall Program,
University of Lancaster, Bailrigg, Lancaster, Lancashire, ENGLAND.
Beers, Isabel L., 74,214 Southdown Road,
Huntington, ,New York 11743. Tufts in
London Program, The Reynolds Hotel, 41/42
Stanhope Gardens, London, S.W. 7,
ENGLAND.
Bossidy, Bruce H., '74, Succabone Road,
Mt. Kisco, New York 10549. Rollins College
Program, University of the Andes, Bogota,
COLOMBIA.
Buchwald, Lynne S., 74, 325 Whitman

Drive, Brooklyn, New York 11234. (The
Hebrew University) c/o Shapiro, Rechov
Haneviim 54A, Jerusalem, ISRAEL.
Carothers, Lisa B., 74, 415 Reily Road,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45215. (University of
Vermont Program in Nice), 19 riie de
Foresta, Nice, FRANCE.
Clement, Henry R., 74, Room 1033,
Suburban Station Bldg., 1617 JFK
Boulevard, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19103. Wesleyan Program in Germany
(Same as Barrett, above) GERMANY.
Convery, A. Ann, 74, 489 Grand Avenue,
Trenton, New Jersey 08628. Tufts in London
Program,
The
Reynolds
Hotel,
41/42Stanhope Gardens, London, S.W. 7,
ENGLAND.
Dowinsky, Lynn F., 74, 41 Doremus
Place, East Paterson, New Jersey 07407;
Wayne State U. Jr. Yr. in Munich,
University of Munich, 8 Munich 23,
Leopoldstrasse 23, GERMANY.
Einstein, Laura P., 74, "17 Catamount
Road, Westport, Connecticut 06880. (Institute for American Universities), c/o Mrs.
Parker, 12 Whitehall Gardens, Canterbury,
Kent, ENGLAND.
Gottlieb, Robert M., 74, 19 North Drive,
Livingston, New Jersey 07039. Wesleyan
Program in Germany, after 3/20/73: Same
as Barrett, above, GERMANY.
Greenfield, Ina T., 74,813 Hampton Road,
Woodmere, New York 11598. State
University of New York, 1, Place de
1'Odean, 75 - Paris 6, FRANCE.
Grover, Elizabeth B., 74, P. O. Box 64,
Vergennes, Vermont 05491. Institute for
American Universities, Aix-en-Provence,
FRANCE.
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Reinstated
The California Supreme Court has
assured reinstatement for Denna Metzger, a
Los Angeles Valley College instructor who
was dismissed after she asked her first-year
English class to read a poem she had written
containing allegedly blasphemous and
profane language and a brochure advertising a picture book on sexual relations.
Metzger ceased circulating the materials,
used in connection with a unit on censorship,
pronography, and obscenity, following a
reprimand in May 1969 from Dr. Robert E.
Hortori, president of the college. Nevertheless, the college board of trustees
dismissed her on charges of "immoral
conduct" and "evident unfitness for service."
The National Education Association's
DuShane Emergency Fund supported
litigation Metzger's appeal.
The Supreme Court upheld the Los
Angeles Superior Court's ruling that Metzger's conduct did not warrant the charges
and was not a sufficient ground for
dismissal.
The trial Court's decision, declared the
Supreme Court in its Oct. 26 ruling, "was
supported by substantial evidence, including the isolated nature of the occurrences, the absence of regulations
defining the content and suitability of
supplemental teacher materials, (her)
willingness to cooperate with school officials
^pnce directed to stop using the poem and
Brochure in her classes, the testimony of her
fellow teachers regarding the propriety of
— her actions, and the stipulated testimony of
several students regarding their lack of
adverse reactions to the - incidents in
question."

Gameroom
Periled
The College is cutting back on the game
room's hours because the facility has been
losing money.
David M. Lee, assistant dean for student
services, said this will be the game room's
last semester unless it can start earning
money.
Lee said from now on the room on the
second floor of Seabury Hall will be open
• from 3-11 Monday through Friday and will
be closed entirely on weekends.
He said the room - which features pool
and ping pong - cost the school at least $1.85
an hour to keep open while it has been
earning less than $1,85 a day.
Lee said he was not sure why there was so
little interest in the game room. He said he
would like to hear any student opinions on
whether to keep it open or how to improve it.

(Photo by Levin)
Right-winger Pete Taussig, Trinity's answer to the question, "Who plays right wing on the Jono Frank line?", attempts to drive
home a short-range shot, but fails. Although he failed to net one in this gaihe.against Fairfield, he scored two goals in the game against
lona, and had three assists in this game.
•
. . • • ' •

This Week
Tuesday, January 23'
4:00 p.m. • Varsity Basketball -Middlebury •
Away.
4:00 p.m. - Varsity Swimming - Holy Cross •
Home.
• ' '
''
7:00 p.m. - Community Forum on Education Theme: The Effect of State Legislation on
Hartford Schools: Educational Issues Before
the 1973 General Assembly • Mather Campus
Center.
7:30p.m. • Chess Club- Room 103, H.L.
7:30 p.m. • Freshman Basketball • Manchester Com. • Home.
7:30 p.m. • Film: The Red Balloon Cinestudio.
8:20 p.m. • Film: 8 1/2 - Cinestudio.
Wednesday, January 24
4:00 p.m. • Freshman Squash • Williston
Academy • Home.
7:00 p.m. • R.A. Meeting - Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. • Hockey • New Haven - Home.
7:30 p.m. • Film: Butterflies Are Free •
Cinestudio.
• •• • ,'.:•;
9:35p.m. - F i l m : Modern Times - Cinestudio,

Thursday, January 25
3:00 p.m. • Varsity Squash - University of

Toronto - Home.
8:15 p.m. • RESA Lecture: Dr. Charles
Stroebel - Institute for Living - "Slofeedback,
Yoga and Psychosomatic Medicine" - Me Cook
Auditorium.
•
•
7:00 p;m.: • R.A. Meeting - Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Film: Butterflies Are Free Cinestudio,
7:30 p.m. - Trinity • St.. Joseph Colleges Discussion 1 of Anglican/Roma,n Catholic
Agreed Statement on Eucharistic Doctrine Alumni Lounge.
9:35p.m. - Film: Modern Times - Cinestudio.
Friday, January U
LAST DAY TO DROP MEAL TICKET PLAN
FOR TRINITY TERM
5:00 p.m. • Hillel - Shabbat Service and
Kiddush - Goodwin Lounge.
7:30 and 11:20 p.m. - Film: Modern Times Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - Concert • MHBoG - David Buskin Washington Room..
.,.•'.''
19:20 p.m. - F i l m : Butterflies Are Free Cinestudio.
7:30 p.m. -Wrestling - U Conn -Away
Friday, January 26, Saturday, January 27,

and Sunday, January 28 Women's Squash
HOWE Cup at Yale.
Saturday, January 27
2:00 p.m. - Hockey - Bentley - Home.
6:00 p.m. • Freshman Basketball - Coast
Guard - Home.
7:30 and 11:20 p.m. - Film: Modern,Times Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m..-Varsity Basketball -Coast GuardHome.
.,..'..
Dance Program • Goodwin
8:15 p.m.
Theater.
Film: Butterflies Are Free 9:20 p.m.
Cinestudio.
Sunday, January 28
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist Sermon by the
Chaplin, Chapel Singers - Chapel
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass •
Alumni Lounge.
7:30 p.m. • Folk Dancing - Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. • Film: The Battle of the Sexes Cinestudio.
.
• ' '
":
9:15 p.m..- Film: Ulysses -Cinestudio.
Monday, January 29
7:00 p.m.- R. A. Meeting - Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. TWO - Alumni Lounge
7:30 p.m. Film: The Battle of the Sexes •
Cinestudio
9:15 p.m. Film: Ulysses - Cinestudio

I •'

The carpenters are working-but they're putting in a lounge. You can sit or stand or do whatever you want with
the "furnishings" in North Campus lounge 2B which are really strange permutations of the floor and walls. The
idea, designed by Michael Siefert, '73, a North Campus R.A., is to build durable furniture that will not be ripped
off, a persistent problem in years gone by. Eventually the constructions will be carpeted and padded.

fli

Photo by Dan Kelrnan
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5 Sieves Abused

Bants Bomb Met League
By Murray Peterson
Sandwiching contests around Christmas
vacation, Trinity met two representatives
from New York's metropolitan collegiate
league, and having witnessed both of the
spectacles, I can still assume that the
strength of the Empire State's college
hockey programs lies above Albany,
Iona and Fairfield, running 1-2 in the
northern division of the Met League
(Bridgeport, number 3 right behind the
forementioned duo, pays homage to the
Glastonbury Arena in late February), were
ripped apart by 9-1 and 13-2 counts,
respectively, and less than respectably.
In the final tuneup prior to exams, seven
Bantams lit the lamp, with Jim Lenahan
and Pete Taussig leading the rout with two
tallies each vs. Iona, who 'boasted' a fine 6-1
record coming into the game.
Lenahan took no time at all to get Trinity
on the Scoreboard as he finished off a
passing play with Mark Cleary just 21
seconds into the first period. Al Landrv
clicked from the point three minutes later
and it looked as though the rout was on.
None of the balance of Trinity's 19 shots in
the stanza lit the lamp, though, and Iona
scored on a slapshot from the left wing with
two minutes remaining to trail by one at the
first intermission.
The second period was played almost
entirely in the Gaels' end as Trinity tickled
the twine four times out of fifteen shots
while keeping goalie Rudy Montgelas awake
by allowing the visitors one shot on net for
the twenty minutes.
'
George Finkenstaedt started the kill by
knocking home a rebound at 7:38. In a space
of 3:25, the Bantams collected three more to
put it out of reach. Jeff Ford slammed home
a pass from Taussig, Lenehan got his second
of the night on passes from Cleary and Nick
Brady, and then Brady fed his defensemate
Rich Huoppi, who floated home the disc on
a hop, skip, and a jump past the second of
three problems who tended the Gaels' goal
during the evening.
The infamous rag line got it going in the
third period, as Taussig walked in from the
side and jammed it home, Chris Wyle put
one home off a defenseman in front, and
Taussig guided a Hyoppi blueline blast to
complete the scoring.
Except for their one goal (Coach Dunham
asserted between the first and second
periods that a beachball could have been
shot through the 'huge' opening Rudy exposed), Montgelas was flawless and

received good support from the defense as
Iona could only muster 12 shots on net
compared to the barrage of 53 by the Bantams.
In the opening encounter following the
vacation, 15 Bantams figured in the scoring
column as Trinity outshot Fairfield, 48-25.
The Stags, with only two practices under
their belt since the break, managed to keep
with the home club in the opening stanza as
Roily Fillion matched Mark Henderson's
first of two. Mark Cleary's breakaway effort, though, sent the Bantams into the
locker room with a precarious one goal lead.
In fact, it was not until the 8:48 mark of
the middle period the Bantams could
capitalize again, but following Henderson's
second goal of the afternoon, a power-play
score, the floodgates opened on the quicklytiring visitors as Trinity tallied seven times
in a span of 9:32.
In rapid-fire order came scores by Cleary,
Jono Frank (finally back from his vacation
in Italy), Doug Stewart, Lenahan on a fine
effort, Frank, again, while the Bantams
were shorthanded, and Jeff Ford, on a
power-play.
The final frame saw Trinity add insult to
injury as they quickly scored twice more in
a span of 1:08 while they were shorthanded.
Ford finished off a passing play with
Taussig as he brought the goalie to his knees
before jamming the disc through his legs.
Tom Osgood followed with a solo sortie
through the entire Stag team that left the
hapless netminder hung around the right
post in despair. Fairfield's second edition of
their story of goaltenders helped Cleary
attain his hat trick (and Trinity's first of the
season), as there is some doubt as to
whether Mark even had anything to do with
the scoring of the goal. His linemates
politely declined the honor of it, so he was
left with the garbage. The Stag's Tom Cohan
scored on a rebound and John Lynham
capped the scoring parade with his first of
the campaign.
With their record now at 4-2, the Bantams
are faced with three tough home tilts before
they go on the road. Coming to the
Glastonbury Area tomorrow evening for an
8PM face-off is New Haven, who dealt
Trinity their worst loss last year. Bentley,
new on the schedule, will follow with a 2:30
encounter on Saturday, while Holy Cross, a
much improved sextet who upset the
Bantams last year, will try to do it again on
Wednesday, January 31st at 8PM.

,.

(Photo by Mandel)
Dave Schrimer warms up for the Colby College match of last Saturday.
Colby only had five players, though, so he did not compete. See story below.

6 GAME STATS
Lenahan
Cleary
Finkenstaedt
Taussig
Ford
Hyoppi
Henderson
Landry
Brady

GP G A P PEN PM
6 7 ••' 8 15 2 4
6 7 7 14 7 17
6 4 5 9 1 2
6 3 5 8 2 4
6 4 2 6 6 20
6 1 5 6 6 15/
6 2 2 4 5 10
6 2 2 4 10 28
6 1 3 4 0 0

Wyle
Koncz
Frank
Osgood
Lynham
Fisher
Norris, C.
bench pen
Trinity
opponents

6
6
1
3
3
6
5

1
1
2
1
1
1

3 4 4 8
3 4 0 0
1 2
1 3
. 2
1
1 2 0 0
0
1 1 2
. . . 1 2
1 2
6 39 49 88 48 118
6 20 25 45 39 81
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Not Much of a Match

Squash Bums Beat Golby, 5-0

J; !<

By Rapunzel
Trinity's squash jocks returned from
Christmas vacation even fatter and more
out of shape than they were when they left
school, which, to this reporter, seemed a
difficult thing to do. After four days of
practice, they played a Colby College team
which will probably rival the Philadelphia
76'ers for the worst record in athletics this
winter. The "Dathmen" (and I use that
term very loosely) will never be quite as bad
as Colby was on Saturday afternoon- but
then again there was a time when no one
thought they would be this poor either,
The result: Trinity 5, Colby 0. A squash

Letter
To the Sports Editor or whoever else is loony
enough to read this:
,
I don't know whether they are going to
hold the ridiculous one-on-one contest in the
N.B.A. this year, but if they do, don't forget
who made these brilliant predictions...
We're down to the quarter-finals now, only
eight players left. Quarter-final #1: Bill
Bradley vs. Bob Lanier. Lanier, due to his
overpowering height and weight advantage,
takes a quick 20 to 0 lead (21 points wins it,
but you must win by three or more). But as
the former St. Bonaventure star is driving
for the winning bucket, Bradley suddenly
begins to discuss the effects of fifteenth
century existential realism on the neoclassical socialistic evangelists. Lenier falls
asleep.and Bradley scores 12 uhcontested
lay-ups to win, 24-20.
.,
Quarter-final §2: Pete Maravich vs.
Calvin Murphy. It's been a close contest but
Maravich is now ahead 19-17 and he has the
ball He dribbles toward the basket but
forgets that he is playing by himself and
fires a behind-the-back pass. It hits Murphy
in the gut and knocks him out. Despite the

team usually fields nine players but Colby
only showed up with five; maybe there were
only five people in the whole school who
knew how to play the game.
Mac Davidson, Gary Plagenhoef, Tom
Ricks, and Captain Mai MacColl all won
their matches without losing a game. Only
Danny Reese, who was so winded after
winning the first two games that he lost the
third, managed to provide the crowd with a
little excitement before prevailing in the
fourth and final game of an otherwise boring
program has taken a gradual turn for the
worse during the past few seasons and this

afternoon.
Trinity's usually excellent squash
year's young team will have to work hard to
break that trend. It's hard to pinpoint the
reason for the decline of Trinity squash,
because they still bring in the same number
of preppies who spent their time in school
doing, things other than schoolwork. But this
kind of speculation will have to be reserved
for later articles because the deadline for
this one passed an hour ago.
An existing lack of team unity will,
however, be a significant factor in their
efforts to rebuild themselves into the

dominion that they once occupied. The
potential is clearly there, and given the
coaching that Roy Dath could provide, the
team can't help but improve.
The schedule is a demanding one, with
twenty matches against most of the top
teams in the country. This Thursday they
play the University of Toronto at home. The
match should be a chance to view some" very
fine squash, maybe even a little from
Trinity players. So, if you've got the chance,
visit the Ferris wheel this Thursday at three
o'clock. They're going to be good, but right
now they need a little cheer.

and Frazier is declared the winner.
Semi-final #1: Bradley vs. Murphy.
Bradley's size and Murphy's speed keep
things pretty close but Murphy has an opportunity to win with a 25-23 lead and
possession of the ball. But as he drives
toward the hoop Bradley suddenly begins to
discuss the effects of fifteenth century
existential realism on the neo-classical
socialistic evangelists. The plan backfires,
however, as Bradley puts himself to sleep.
Murphy scores and wins 27-23.
Semi-final #2: Jabbar vs. Frazier. Jabbar
grows ten-foot sideburns just for the game.
Frazier is so humiliated that he refuses to
play, Jabbar is awarded the game on a
forfeit.
The final: Murphy vs. Jabbar. There is a
capacity crowd in the Houston Astrodome as
the final game begins. Jabbar manages to
control the opening tap. He takes one step
and dunks the ball to take an early 2-0 lead.
Murphy gets the ball now. He dribbles
around Jabbar and makes a lay-up before
Jabbar has time to turn around. The game
continues in this fashion: first Jabbar, then

Murphy, then Jabbar, then Murphy, etc.
After seven hours the score is 12,220 to
.1.2,218, in favor of Jabbar. Murphy decides
it's time to make his move, He dribbles
around Jabbar, back through his legs,
around him again in the opposite directio,
then back through his legs again. By this
time Jabbar is about as twisted as William
F. Buckley's definition of liberalism. The 7'
4" Jabbar falls to the floor, breaking his
nose, chipping his elbow, and rupturing his
spleen. Murphy scores three quick baskets
to win the championship, 12,224 to 12,220,
Sorry, I'm not making any bets. It just
wouldn't be right to use my psychic powers
for monetary gain.
Gordon Smith'76

'one-on-one'
protests of Maravich the referee rules that it
was an intentional act and awards the game
to Murphy on a forfeit.
Quarter-final #3": Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
vs: Wilt Chamberlain. Another close one
here. Jabbar has finally broken the
deadlock with his sweeping hook shots and
he now has possession of the ball and a 20-18
lead. Jabbar dribbles in slowly. Chamberlain is ready and is determined not to let
Jabbar score. Jabbar dribbles around for a
while but can't find an opening, Suddenly he
whispers to Chamberlain, "Look out behind you! It's Bill Russell!" Chamberlain, his heart full of fear, falls to his
knees and begins to pray. Jabbar sneaks by
him and scores, to win 22-18.
Quarter-final #4: Walt Frazier vs. Jerry
West. Well, it's been quite a defensive
battle. After three and a half hours there is
still no score because every time one man
gets control of the ball the other one steals it,
Finally, Frazier manages to sneak by West
by hiding the ball in his nine-foot sideburns.
He scores to make it 2-0. After eleven more
hours the referee collapses from exhaustion

(Editor's note: For the 1972-83 season, the
National Basketball Association has altered
the rules of its One-on-One Contest somewhat. Only 20 points are required, and the
victory must be by at least a 4 point margin.
Furthermore, Bill Bradley has been
eliminated from the tournament. But who
cares, anyhow?)
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9-7 and IH-2

Ice Bants Devour Iona and Fairfield

2 outta
Trinity's big defenseman Mark
Henderson slaps home a quick
backhand shot in Saturday's qame
(?) against Fairfield. His first goal
of the season, he scored his second
later in the day.
Below, Mark Cleary is shown
successfully
completing
a
breakaway play in the same game
by guiding the puck past the badly
o u t m a n e u v e r e d (all day) Stag
qoalie. Cleary got Trinity's first
"hat t r i c k " of the season and
r e m a i n e d sandwiched between
linematos Jim Lenahan and George
Finkenstaedt in the team scorinq
lead. Story, p. 19.

'V

Photo by Dave Levin

Schedule Changes
WOMEN'S SQUASH:
Feb. 6 - Connecticut College - 4:00 • Home.
Feb. 9 - Smith College - 4:00 - Home.
Mar. 1 - Wesleyan - 4:00 - Home.
WOMEN'S FENCING:
Southeastern Massachusetts University
women fencers will meet Trinity women,
Feb, 3 at 2:00.

WRESTLING:
Feb. 17 • W.P.I, (reschedule of Dec. 15
match) • 3:00 . Away.
FRESHMAN SQUASH;
Feb. >2 - Choate - 3:30 - Away.
Feb. 28 - Deerfield - 4:00 - Home.

Photo by Dave

